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Foreword

In recent years, West Europeans have once again begun discussing the idea of an

independent European military force, an Idea that for the most part has been

dormant since the failure of the European Defense Community in 1954. While

West Europeans generally agree on the need to develop the capability to act in a

more timely, militarily effective, and coordinated manaer, they disagree on the
appropriate role and scope of my new European arrangement, as well as on its
relationship to the United States and NATO.

Within Europe, there are two broad schools of thought on this question. The
first, championed by the United Kingdom and the Netherlands, sees a
strengthened European pillar within NATO and greater coordination of

European efforts for non-NATO contingerncies, most likely through the Western

European Union (WEU). Advocates of this approach see the European effort as

complementary to NATO and oriented toward coalitional activities rather than

independent European action. The second viewpoint, most forcefully supported

by France, focuses on developing a truly independent European capability as a
component of European political integration through the European Community
(EC). This second approach stresses the need for Western Europe to have the

capability to act on its own, without necessarily rebling on U.S. military supporL

While the US government has broadly supported strengthening West European

military capabilities through greater coordination of European efforts for both

NATO and non-NATO contingencies, US. officials have stressed that any
independent European force should not undermine the role of NATO in

European security. In particular, General John Calvin, the former Supreme
Allied Commader in Europe, expressed concern that European efforts not
divert resources from NATO-identified needs and requirements.

The outcome of the European debate on an independent European force will
have a significant impact on global and regional military strategies. A stronger,

more integrated European military capability can provide a complement for

meeting future NATO requirements. It could also provide the United States with

a more effective partner for non-NATO contingencies, such as future crises in the

Gulf, and offer an option for military response in circumstances where the

United States chooses not to engage directly. At the same time, an enhanced and
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nwe independent European capability could alter global and regional power
relationships.

Many of te issues involved in defining the potential role and scope of an
Indepmdut European force involve political questions concerning both intra-
European political arrangMeNts and the future transatlantic relationship. In this
report we make no effort to assess the political or strategic argunmets for or
against an independent European force. Instead, dhe document focuses on the
costs o( acquiring and operating force projection and satellite surveillance
systms. Paying tihme costs would require eithwr finding new resources or
shifting away from othwr planned activities widtn the projected European
defense budgets.
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Preface

BUsed on its work for the United States Department of Defense and the U.S.
military srces, RAMD has developed consfideble expertise in analyzing the

costs associated with developing and operating the types of key systems that
would be necessary in creating an independent European mulitary force. This
report, which leverages off that expertise, is Intended to help inform the debate
over thel chce open to Westem Europe by focusing on the costs associated with
acquiring and operating two key components of independmnt military
operations. force projection and sueillance (C21) systems--two areas where
West Europeans currently possess rather limited capabilities.

This work was supported by RAND's Resource Management department, which
used funds for exploratory research from Prje AIR FORCE, the Arroyo Center,
and the National Defense Research Institute (NDRI), RAND's three federally
funded research and development centers for national security studies. The
three centers are sponsored, respectively, by the Ua Air Force, the US. Army,
and the Office of the Sectary of Defense and the oint Staff.
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Summary

Background and Objectives

NATOas aou m t that it would form a rapid reaction corps (RRC) has
reignited in several European Community (EC) nations the desire for a similar
capability that would allow employment out-of-area under pure West European
control Given current European capabilities and what would be needed to
deploy and support such an independent force, the Europeans would have to
augment their force projection capabilities, enhance their intelligence capabilities
(especially space4msed), and create new command and control mechanisms.

This study examines the costs that the Europeans would incur to generate these
incremental capabilities and the feasibility of these costs. The most important
issue here is how "independent" such a force should be, and the study examines
varying levels of capabilities and generates 'back of the envelope" cost analyses,
providing a gross estimate of the trade-offs available between capability and cost.

Force Projection for the European Independent Force

Determining Force Projection Requirements

In considering their forc pwojection needs, Europeans must confront the reality
that they cannot know the "right amount" of force projection capability, because
force projection requirements are driven by such uncertainties as size and
composition of the necessary deploying force, speed of response required,
duration of combat, reception facilities, and distances. These uncertainties, along
with such others as ship and aircraft reliability, the percentage of planned
payload that is actually attained, and constraints on sortie rates due to
maintenance, drive home the need to develop a robust projection capability-one
that works well in a large variety of situations. The need for affordability
requires looking at a balance of airlift and sealift and at trade-offs among
available airlift resources, sealift purchases, tankers, and capabilities available
through mobilizing a European Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF).

To understand deployment needs, we first determined the characteristics of an
independent European force, using descriptions of the RRC as a basis for
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defining a corps with two Light Infantry Divisions, one Air Assault Division, one
Light Armored Division, and one Heavy Armored Division. These units
comprise 50,000 combat soldiers, with an equivalent amount for combat support
(CS) and combat service support (CSS). The force was rounded out by fighter
squadrons and 20 Patriot Fire Units for air defense.

Light, medium, and heavy force packages were then determined and tied into a
seres of four scenarios (and three variations on those scenarios) keyed to a series
of threats and defined in terms of distance required for force projection,
in-- asructure constraints, and the nature of air- and seaports available at the
destination.

Using cargo characteristics for each unit in the corps, we derived the cargo needs
for each force package. Broken down by airlift and sealift force projection
components, the numbers we arrived at for the four scenarios are shown in Table
S.1.

Finally, we presumed that all forces deployed must arrive within 30 days.

Matching Force Projection Assets with Force Projection
Requirements

Given the cargo needs (i.e., the force projection requirement), we matched force
projection assets-airlift, sealift, and tankers--to those needs. Table S.2
summarizes the results of the force requirements analysis, grouping the scenarios
into three investment groups (driven by the number of outsize airlift aircraft
needed).

The airlift assets shown in Table S2 consist of existing European military and
civilian transport aircraft and options for improving capabilities. Existing assets
for the analysis include 153 (out of 200) C-130s and 25 3-747 equivalents; options

Table S.1

Cargo Needs for Scemario (TotallOutsize)
(M tons x 1000)

Light Medium Heavy (w CS/CSS) Heavy (w/o CS/CSS)
Total 52/4 104/28 252/84 139/44
Airlift 52/4 104/28 110/29 68/17
Seelift 0 0 142/55 71/27
Scenario 1 4 2 3
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Table S2

Fim* l'ejction Required Ramource by hwkvnetma Level and Scenario

Small Investment Mod. Investment Large Investment
1,2A,3A 2B,3B,4A 4B,4C

Ams/Scmnarios (mier) (harder) (arduous)

C-130 153 153w 1532
Civilian B-747 equivalent 25 259 2b

EC-17 32 63 116
Current military tankers 30 30 30
A-300 FIT (active) 16 30 30
Civilian A-300 F/T (CRAP) s is 30
FSS 9 9 9
Commercial leased sips 29 29 29

aNot uw~e in ongsot scmarlos.
bNot usable whar. akpot ramp space is oatraitud.

include the purchase of EC-17 1 and AM freighters. As Table S.2 shows, the

utility of the baseline capacity (the C-130o and B-747s) declines and the
requirement for flexible military aircraft increases as the scenarios move from
easier to arduous. Specifically, the C-130s are inefficient at longer ranges, and the
B-747s are not usable because of airport groumd constraints; the result is a

dramatic increase in needed EC-17s.

In terms of sealift assets, we considered government-owned and -operated ships
(in this case, the fast sealift ships [FSSJ employed by the United States) and
commercial ships for charter. Table S2 reveals the results of the sealift analysis,
showing that given the cargo needs in Table S.A and the desire to deploy within

30 days, a fleet of 9 FSS is needed for the unit equipment of a Heavy Armored
Division. At worst, the fleet can deliver the division in 26 days, with an average

of 22 days. If the CS/CSS materiel is shipped by 29 commercial leased ships, it
will start arriving by day 30. Thus, while commercial shipping is not sufficiently

responsive for deploying unit equipment, it is suitable for transporting support
materiel, especially since no costs are incurred before deployment

For tanker assets, we considered modified A-300 freighter-tankers (using them as
both tankers and airlifters and thus further increasing robustness), modified

civilian A-300s, and the current European base fleet of 30 tankers. We created
best- and worst-case scenarios for each of the three investment levels shown in
Table S2, where the worst case required air refueling of all cargo aircraft during

force deployment and had a greater distance between basing and operations for

IBC-17 is a Euopearn C-17 surrogate.
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fishter aircraf In the small- and medium-investment cases, the best refueling
subcase requires 30 tankers, and in the large investment case, the best refueling
subcase requires 50 tankers; in the small-, medium-, and large-investment cases,
the worst refueling subcase required 50, 80, and 100 tankers, respectively. As
Table 52 shows, enough tankerds are kept in the active force (46,60, iand 60) to
cover the best refueling subcases, with the CRAF as a backup to cover over 90
percent of the worst refueling subcases (51/50,75/80, and 90/100).

Force Projection Cost Analysis Reslts

Table 5.3 repeats the information in Table S.2, adding plus signs (+) to represent
resources needed to augment the force projection capability (unmarked assets are
currently available) and a cost piece corresponding to the three investment levels.

As the table shows, total cost (both investment and operating) to cover the
incremental assets ranges from $18 billion to $49 billion. While the most
expensive investment provides a very robust capability, it is not anywhere near
as robust as the US. capability. On the other hand, the least expensive system
gives an effective capability for light deployments or for deployments where
good infrastructure exists. This system lacks robustness, however-that is, it
lacks the ability to handle many potential scenarios. When costs are broken

Table S.3

Force Projection Requirements and C.ats by Investment Level

Small Investment Mod. Investment Large Invetment
1, 2A, •A 2B,38,4A 4B, 4C

Auets/Scenaurio (eas) (harder) (arduous)
C-130 153 153" 153
Civilian B-747 equivalent 25 25b 2Sb

+EC-17 32 63 116
Current military tankis 30 30 30
+A-30O F/T (active) 16 30 30
Civilian A-00 F/T (CRAP) S 1s 30
+ISS 9 9 9
Commercial leased ships 29 29 29
Initial investment (total/per 9/1.8 16/3. 23/4.6
year for 5 years)

Operating costs (total/per 9/0.36 16/0.64 26/1.04
year for 25 years)

Total 25-yer life cycle cost $18 billion $32 billion $49 billion
"aN.t ,n.ke in ionsw .mui,
bNot umble where airport ramp space Is comarw&
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down by costs per system, the EC-17 dearly dominates in cost, from 60 percent of
total costs in the first grouping of scenarios ($11 billion out of $18 billion) to 80
percent in the third grouping ($39 billion out of $49 billion).

A Satellite System for an Independent European Force

We focused on satellite systems rather than on the intelligence needs of an
independent European force for thr reasons: (1) satellites have definite
advantages over other ways of gathering military intelligence data, (2) satellites
can serve other national purposes (e.g., treaty verification), and (3) there has been
substantial talk about a European intelligence satellite system. Because a satellite
system has various nonmilitary purposes, we did not attempt to find the least-
cost method of obtaining the intelligence that a new military force might need.
In particular, we have not considered all the nonsatellite ways of gathering
additional intelligence for an independent European force. Instead, we have
assembled the costs of obtaining various intelligence and communication
capabilities via satellites and added the costs of theater tactical control systems.

Determining Capabilities

Before estimating the costs of a European satellite system for communications
and intelligence, we determined what capabilities the system will provide. As
was the case in estimating force pection requirements, a range of capabilities
might be purchased. At the low end of the range are the European military
systems now operational or in an advanced stage of development. At the high
end is a system that contains all the capabilities that have been considered
feasible in the reasonably near future. An almost infinite variety of capability
levels are possible in between these two extremes. Rather than try to enumerate
a large number of capability levels, we chose three levels that illustrate points on
the spectrum and that together provide a notion of the possible cost/capability
trade-offs. We also provided the underlying data so the cost of different
configurations could be estimated or the sensitivity of the findings to particular
cost parameters could be checked.

The satellite systems in the three scenarios are defined as follows. The limited-
capability case included only continuing capabilities that European governments
have already deployed or that are in advanced development with a plan for

deployment.

The medium-capability case included a unified, large-scale satellite
communication system dedicated to European military conmmunications and
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several of the capabilities metioned In a statement by French Defense Minister
Pierre Joxe: imaging in the optical, infrared, and radar ranges, and a system to
eavesdrop on electronic signals. We also added two dedicated military data
relay satellites so that information from the other satellites could be relayed to a
ground station in Europe.

The high-capability case provided more robustness by increasing die numbw of
radar imaging satellite from one to two and by adding several capabilities,
including a set of three polar meteorological satellites dedicated to support the
independent European force, a system to eavesdrop on communications from
geosynchrnus orbit, a system to detect ballistic missile launches, and a
duplicate of the United States' Global Positioning System (GIS).

In addition to satellite intelligence and communication systems, an independent
European force will need tactical control systems that can move with the force.
We included both an airborne command and control system and a battlefield
intelligence system in our medium- and high-capability cases, but neither in itt
limited-capability case.

Satellite System Cost Analysis Results

Most of the satellite capabilities that are required for our scenarios are found in
systems for which an architecture has been proposed, and cost estimates can be
found in the literature or developed by analoV. In one case, we developed a
cost estimate from a satellite with a different purpose but with a similar size and
level of sophistication. In two other cases, we used US. system costs.

We considered a 25-year period, which consists of a 5-year period during which
new systems are developed and deployed followed by a 20-year period in which
roughly similar capabilities are operated. This b the same ti frame used in
conducting the force projection analysis. Costs incurred during the development
period included all ground faclities, software development, and research and
developMent (R&D).

Table SA shows the estimates for the total life cycle cost of each of the three
systems, including development, acquisition, and operation for a 20-year period.
The limited case, which includes only current or nearly operational European
military systems, has a total 25-year system cost of just under $9 billion. The
medium case would roughly triple this cost to $26.9 billion, and the high-
capability case would increase the cost to $46.3 billion, or five times the resources
of the limited case. The remaining lines of the table allocate the life cycle costs
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Table S.4

Salmated coast of satellMe Sysm 0 bilm)

Total cost 8.8 26.9 46.3
Avetage annual cost

Developmint period (5 yr..) 0.7 1.8 2.4

Operating period (20 yrs.) 0.3 09 1.7
NOM- The std dar not aid bernie of gmni in email €com

between a 5-year development period and a subsequent 20-year operational
period-

We believe the limited-capability case is just that-limited. It provides neither
the integrated capability required for the unified European nilitary force found
in the medium case nor the robustness of the high-capability case.

Conclusions

Table S5 combines the cost estimates from the force projection and satellite
systems analyses. It reveals that forc projection dominates the low-cpability
case, but at grmter capability levels, the two components contribute roughly
equally to the costs for an Indpendent European force.

While these costs could feasibly be -ccom mted by the combIned mual $160
billion (1989) defense budgets of the NATO European nations, the issue is how
mudc of their defense budgets the European nations will be willing to devote to
reach differmt levels of independence or robustness. The modest systens of the
low case provide some independent capability, but for nmany cot c, the
European force would require the aid of robust US. systems to minimize risk.

The high case will provide more robustness, but even this will not match US.
capabilities in force projection. In an era of dedining budgets, the costs of high

Table SJ

Comibined Coat Estimate for Independent European Foe-e ($ billion)

Low Medium No
ForNs prlOectian 18 32 49
Satellite system 9 27 46
Total costs (25-year life cycle) 27 59 95
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capabilty can be aboorbed. but are Oh. cemu wordh Ow dlsplacenunut of otiw
natioal and regkxWnal ad?

Day=Wdthe cost r mmderado-u-are die ievitable conmuid "andwntol problems
of tuying to set up and operate an indepeandmt Europumn force. Who will contro
all the forme prtoectlon arnd inatellgnce analysi capabiity? All dv.. additional
cost and coummad problem have to be addresed when developing an
kxpuln -mp forcm.
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1.Introduction

Background

Th amunceoMentAS I in May 1991 that NATO would undergo a sweeping
reorganizato- georaizto that includes the creation of a rapid reaction,
corps (RRC) designed for use anywhere in Europe-has sparked criticism within
Europe. Speaking at a miseting of the Western European Union (WEU), French
Foreign Minister Roland Dumnas argued that NATO's decision to form the RRC
"had created the force without defining the role It would play- and that It would
thus "cost the alliace awhoelt of noey, alot of tlw,[land) alot of
problerns. 1

What is behind this criticism on the part of several European Commnunity (EQ
nations, spearheaded by Franice, Is that they would like a similar capability under
West European control for possible out-of-area employment. Such an
Independent European force has been envisaged as being "completely
Independent of NATO and equipped with its own Intelligence-gathering
facilities, including satellites and its own airlift."2 More specifically, French
Defense Minister Pierre Joxe has argued that "the European military, after
working together during the Gulf crisis, should continue to cooperate by
building joint capability for military or humnwitarian airlifts."3 Joxe focused his
attention, on "stlite intelligence-gathenng--an increasingly key fator of
military superiority-as a field for cooperation between sophisticated European
tedhnoiog*e.- 4

As Europeans; discuss organizing, planning, equipping, and funding an
Independent European force to send to out-of-area conflicts, It bs important to
understand the capabilities needed to deploy such a force and to support it once
deployed. Given the equipmnent that currently exists, the Europeans would need
to augmnent thei force projection capabilities, enhance their intelligence

"1-%m Framc Atiecks NATCY9 Rapid Forem, Pusba for WEU Rok, Rjums News Serice
JtmS4h, 1991, p.26X

2-NATOh A Now SWVt, The E~mimm, Jim. 1, 1991 p. 4&.
3 'Fmnce Prence Soldiers an for 'Puref Euro- ehow Reuters News Service, Junve 4,1991,

p. 42"
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capabilities (especlally space-baed), and create new comnmd-an-control
nmecansnu to supplement those of NATO.

Study Objectives and General Approach

This study's focus is to consider the feasibility of ge•erating these incremnntal
capabilities for an Independent European force in trims of their cost.

T7e key consideration hemr, of course, Is how "independent" such a force should
be or needs to be. How such a for= would be used s•n uncertain. Dealing
with this uncertainty and reducing the risk It entails require that the form be
"robust" (ie., that It worcs well in a large variety of situations); the amonmt of
robustnmss, in turn, affects the needed capabilities and the cost. To use the
eample of enhancing intelligence capabilities, Joxe has aqrued that the "Fmr h
gvernment should attach as much inportence to building spy satellites In the
1990a as it did to securing Frances independent nuclear capability in the 1960s.'s
Developing such robust capabilitiks, however, promises to exact a heavy
fliancial toll, since the maminenance of Frunce's nuclear force now amounts to
almost 30 percent of its 1991 defense budget.'

Our intent here, thern is to exmine the issue of cost feasibility by considering
"leve of robustms" for the needed capabilities. In terms of intelligence
capabilities, for example, the robusunss argued for in Joxe's procdaatin form
the basis for a high-cost case. That cue can dmh be evaluated in terms of low-
cost and middle-cost cases, which ae baud on lower levels of capabilities and,
thus, lower levels of robustness. A similar evaluation is used for deternining
force projection capabilities and costs, with low-, medium-, and high-cot cases
created to match scenarios envisioned for the use of such a force.

Our approach to structuring projected forces and developing costs relies heavily
on the data and procedures that the United Stats would use in approaching this
challenge. This approach provides the ability to develop a consistent set of forces
and costs. It is quite likely that European force planners would have some
different views gained from their experiences in the Falklands and Africa. We
have included some of those experiences within the text.

-"oxe: Spy Smtdlim !mutdd for PrumW, SpmareNs, ImMay 13-19,1991, p. 1.
6 Jm-.Luc Vamw•, -Fruwes DM.m Rin~ummmmt: Mane Dug for the Frmrc,- Arma Form

Jmmmw/wul lmmNOwm, Jium 1991, p. 99 .
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Scope

The analysis here is not intended to provide a definitive artswer about the costs
of developing the capabilities for an independent force. Rathter, the focus is on
determining the feasibility of such a force by performing soene "back of the
envelope' cost analyses that provide a gross estimate of the magnitude of the
range ofcosts.

Recognizing that these estimates will contain errors, we adopted dve conservative
approach of resolving key assumptions by giving the benefit of the doubt to the
independent force. For exanyle, we used a combhat force that is somewhat
lighter i.In egtese to deploy--than the NATO RRC.

In addition, this analysis does not consider the political problemi entailed in
ImIPlementing such a force. While those arguing for dve creation of dve

indpendent European force do niot necessarily see it as being directly in conflict
with NATC'. RRC, and while France views the WEll as the logical choice to
oversee such a force, there is no consensus here. As one article notes:

T'he main contenders ItD oversnee the forcel anethe European Communilty,
the NATO Ewpurgop and the Western European MUnon. None Is wholly
satisfawctry. The EC contains neutral Irendw4 die Europroup excludes
Fruxe the WEU leaves out acme NATO munbars The betting Is an the
WEU, as the least unsuitable. The Euro-force~, once M.f? created, will
probably Inude many of the units aesignd to the nmvly created rapid-
reaction corps--mim. the Americans but with a French force (and maybe
a French comumader) added on.7

Nor does the aalysis deal wnihthed politically thorny problems surrounding
ownership of the data interpretation- capabilities for the satellites. Will there be a
single center for reception anid processing& or will each country have its own
center for reception and processing? Although Intelligertcehinterpretation is
traditionally a national prerogatve, we have assumed in our cast estimates a
single center, consistent with our policy of resolving key assumptions by giving
the benefit of the doubt to the independent European force. If a single center is
not chosen, the costs presented here could be uneestimated.

Organization of This Document

In Section 2, we examine dve force projetion capabilities needed for some given
scenarmo and then examine low-, medium,-, and high-cost case. Section 3 deals
with the needs for satellite intelligence and command and control, again

7 -NATQ A Naw SWV 77m Eaemiumk, Jim. 1, 1991, p. 4&
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prwmtin um a- for die cost anaysis. M1w final section comwtsc the cost
eadm~to from dw two previous sectins W midta offer omaw ganwal
condusolom.



2. Force Projection for European
Independent Force

In this section, we first examine the uncertainties that drive projection needs and
then discuss how we determined scenarios and force packages for the force

projection analysis. Next, we present our analyses of airlift seaWIft, and air-
refueling tanker assets to meet the projected needs for the devised scenarios.
Finally, we present the results of the cost analysis for the force projection needs
of the independent European force.

Uncertainties Driving Force Projection Needs

In considering their force projection needs, European planners must confront the
reality that they cannot know whM the -right amount" of force projection
augmentation is, because deployment conidertion are plagued by
uncertainties. The key issues causing these uncertinties are discussed below.

Size and Composition of Deploying Force

One of the key determinants of the amount and type of transportation is the size
and composition of the units to be deployed. For example, Impge armored forces
require considerably more transportation than do light infantry units. And the
bulky equipment of armored and missile forces can require costly specialized
aircraft In addition, supplies and supporting logistics units can double transport

requirements.

The choice of which units to send in developing contingencies also depends on
many unpredictable factors-the threat, the geography, local force capabilities,
military objectives, etc. Because threats can be large or small, local forces
powerful or nonexistent, objectives finite or grand, the force must contain a
variety of capabilities-even though a particular contingency is not likely to
demand all of them. For example, some contingencies may require only light
force-a single paratroop division. But large contingencies, such as the Gulf
War, will demand substantial deployment capabilities for multiple divisions,
including some heavy forces.
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Speed of Response

Speed of response--th immediacy of the need--will also determine deployment
capabilities. But "his, too, ultimately depends on unpredictable details of future
contingencies. Responding in days will require more airlift than would be the
case if three or four weeks can be tolerated. Though Europeans are talking about
a 30-day goal for deploying the force in a contingency, some contingencies may
well require faster response, others a slower pace. Clearly, an independent
European force will require some fast-response airlift, but the question of how
much airlift is a major determinant of total costs. Some contingencies may allow
deployments over a month or two, allowing sealift to carry most of the burden.

Duration of Combat

The uncertain duration of future contingencies also affects required deployment
capabilities. If planners can confidently judge that a contingency will last just a
few days, they need only deploy combat forces, since such fo:-ces can usually
sustain themselves for a short time. But if the contingpicy is extended and a
lasting European presence is needed, support forces and resupply capabilities

would have to be deployed along with the combat forces. In some cases, the
whole panoply of military logistics capabilities--transportation, mainteamnce,

medical, supply, etc.-may have to be deployed. Such deployment requirements
depend on the presence or absence of local logistics support in the contingency

area.

Reception Facilities

As the last point drives home, the speed and efficiency of deployments depend
on the availability and quality of facilities in the contingency area. The
deployments to Saudi Arabia during the Gulf War had the advantage of large
and modem seaports and airports. But in other contingencies, such facilities may
be far less developed. In those cases, the process of deployment may well be
constrained by the quality of reception facilities. Moreover, the airports and
seaports in an area may be somewhat distant from the force's ultimate
destination. Not only does this delay the speed with which the force can close on
its objective, it also affects the required mix of combat and supporting forces.
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Distaxei

How far the deploying forces have to go will, of course, also affect force
projection requirements. Obviously, deployments to trouble spots in the Arabian
Gulf will require far more transportation than would sending the same force
across the Mediterranean or into Eastern Europe. Some contiencies may occur
just a few hundred kilometers from the continent. But given the diverse interests
of NATO nations and the great uncertainty about future contingmncies,
deployments of several thousand kilometers are also plausible

The Bottom Lfite-The Need for Robustnes

All these uncertainties-in addition to others, such as ship and aircraft reliability,
whether payloads will be as high as planning factors assume, whether airlifters
will achieve high sortie rates or be constrained by maitenance requirements-
argue that the best approach is to strive for a robust deployment capability, one
that perfrms well regardless of scenario details and is affordable.

The issue of affordability or cost drives the issue of robustness. A robust
capability should certainly include both ships and aircraft Ships are clearly
cheaper than aircraft, but they cannot provide the prompt response demanded in
some conditions, they require even more time if port facilities are poor, and they
may require substantial local tMsportation to move their cargo forward for
inland operations. Airlift allows for fast reaction. Aircraft can deliver inland (by
air drop if necessary), can (if they are like the C-17) carry most types of cargo,
and can operate in small, poorly developed airfields. But the costs of an all-airlift
deployment capability are extremely high. Thus, striving to find robust mixes of
deployment systems at an affordable price requires looking at a balance of airlift
and sealift and making trade-offs among available airlift resources, sealift
purchases, tankers, and European Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF).

Determining Scenarios and Force Packages

A deployable independent European force can have many missions. Displaying
European interest, power, and support could be one. Protecting European
nationals or rescuing hostages is a second. Restoring order when European
interests are threatened is a third. Sending combat power to support the United
Nations, as in the crisis and war in the Gulf, is clearly a fourth.



To understand the deployment needs for any of tihse missions, we first
determied the characteristics of an independent European Force; then, we
packaged that form into light, medium, and heavy units and connected them to
fou separate scenarios, which form the basis for the force proection analysis in
the subsequent sections.

Characteristics of the l e t European Force

To determine these c itics, we started with descriptions of NATO'M RRC
that were reported in the European press from May through July of 1991,
increased the mobility of those forces, and then matched that to data on similar

US. forces. This led us to define a corps with two Light Infantry Divisions, one
Air Assault Division, one Light Armored Division, and one Heavy Armored
Division. These divisions comprise 50,000 soldiers as the combatants, with the
need for roughly 50,000 more troops in corps combat support (CS, e.g., corps
artillery, corps aviation, combat engineers, etc.) and combat service support (CSS,
e.g., corps and theater supply, transportation, maintennce, etc.). To round out
the force, we assigned squadrons of fighter/attack aircraft and 20 Patriot Fire
Units for protectim against air threats that include primarily tactical ballistic
missiles.

Comprising Force Packages

To determine force packages, we again relied on descriptions of the NATO RRC
presented in a series of articles in the European press between May 20 and July 1,
1991.1 These descriptions were interpreted in light of the need for rapidly
mobile forces and then translated into analogous US. forces. Doing this enabled
us to determine deployment personnel, tomage, and shipping area

iaracteis&Ms.2

The analogous forces are described in Table 2.1, along with the fighter aircraft
and missile defense assets we judged would be required. (The force tonnage and
personnel are shown later in Table 2.3.)

lSM, for olp1le, 'NATO. A New Strt, 77w EwmnW, june 1,1•91, p. 46.
2Mi Traffic Mug Coimnad TruMpoOMUmi &*kurf Agency (WCA)

Re t OA ",--25, Miitary Trffic Manasgemet Command, Dqbymom Plning Glde=, Septanber
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Table 2.1

Tabl, of Iwo Padksgw

Light Medium 1Havy
Air Assault Divisi Air Assault Division (or 2 Air Asault Division (or 2

Light Irnantry Divisoms) Light hAatsy DWivio)
(or add I Light hfantry
Dvision)

CSS & CS package 1 Light Armord Division I Light Armond Divisim
3 Fighter Squadron CS + CSS package I Havy Armord Division

6 F•ghter Squadrons CS + CS packages
' F6-trSquadro
20 Patriot Fire Units

Devising Scemnrios

In devising scenarios, we first determined the potential distances for the
congnis (shown on the azimuthal equal-distmce projection map in Figure
2.1). Assuming that air depoymemnt are centered in Frankfurt (a logical choice
given the central location of Germany and the extensive air base complex at the
Rhein-Main Air Base), we created some bands to correspond to potential mission
areas.

At the shortest distances (3,000 kilometers), primary European con can
be handled, but covering much of the Middle East and parts of Southwest Asia
requires 4,500 kilometers of force projection; the remainder of Southwest Asia
and most of Afrca require 6,000 kiklmer

Given the distances, we then created four scenarios to provide the basis for
determining force projection needs. The scenarios are keyed to a series of threats
and defined in terms of the distance required for force projection, the
infrastructure constraints (condition of the airports and seaports), and the nature
of the transport challenge (ranging from easy to arduous). Three variations on
the scenarios were created that varied the distance and, thus, the transport
challenge. The selected scenarios are among the most arduous in each class-
defining the upper bounds of the required resources-but also cover a wide
range of transport challenges. Table 2.2 summarizes the four scenarios and the
variations.
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Table L22
Sesamaise far Pan* Pwsedklea in 30 Days

litfrastructure Transport
Scerlario Threat Constraints Diselrice Challenge

ILight but early resistance
Employ lightfarcee(w/ Noorairports;

CS + (36 incroemnt) no seaport 6000 km easier
2A Secure base & ports against

early enemy use of forme
Employ heavy fores (w/ Good airports

CS + (35 incremumt) good inaprts 45M km easier
28 Same Samne 6W00km harder
3A Plolential heavy enemy forme

in30+ days
Show of heavy for= (no Noor airports;
CS + C95 icrvement) ok seaports 4500 kmI easier

35 some same 600 km harder
4A Medium ansimy forc on

thmove
Employ medium force (WI Nlor airports;

(3 + (36 incremutt) good seaports 3)00km harder
4B Same Same 4500 km arduous
4C same somn 6=00km arduous

Mating Scenarios to the Force Packages

Table 2.3 provides the carg diaraterstg for eaich unit typ within the
indpede t roea force described in Table 2.1 and employed in Table 2.2.
Using the numbers in Table 2.3 and the light, mediumn, and heavy forme pac~kages
summrruized in Table 2.1, we can determine the total cargo needs for each force
package. Table 2.4 illustrates the process for the medium force package. There
are two medium forces-one with the Air Assault Division (AAST) and one
using two Light Infantry Divisions (MD). Using the data from Table 2.3, we
develop the cargoes of each force and then average them to get a medlium, force
cargo requirement (104 metric tons, of which 28 metric tons are outsize). Similar

comptatonswere done for the light and heavy force cargo requirements.
(Appendix A shows the tables for aDl the force packages.)
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Tabe 23

Table .1 Femema Carp ~mel
Ok hms x MI"

Combat
Pu@mme Bulk &
(x 1000) Oversbe Outsize Towa Unit CS/CES

Light hifuituy DiviWo 11 10.7 .4 12.6 12.6
Light Aamwmd Division 7 9.3 11.9 22.1 22.1

Air Amult Diviskon 16 19.3 1.4 23.0 23.0
Heavy Armod Division 17 41.3 273 71.1 71.
Fighte Squadro 1i5 .4 2.0
Patrit Brigade (is Ph*e Units) 4.2 1.0 5.2

NOI When 0116~ combat pmsmtd- amcmvukd la khumage ud addedoothe'i
hulkhaveminanmmel auis foma Wd Octa Wr ted bonmq

Cargo Needs for Mdedium Fer Padcage

Amowt Aswun
Units caup Outsize Ufts caup Outsize

I Air Aseut Division 23.0 1IA 2LU Irf. 28.2 .6

.CS/CSS 23.0 IA +CS/CSS 25.2 A8
I Ligh Armaid Division I Ligt

Arnwed
22.1 11.9 Divikmt 22.1 11.9

+ CS/CSS 22.1 11.9 +CS/CS 22.1 11.9
6 F-hs

6 F~gtdr Squadau 12.0 2.4 Squadrns 12.0 2A4
102.2 20106.6 VA.

AvX7 medium fom plcg. 104 28

If we thent numthe %K liht mdium, and heavy fir= package with the scearvios,
we got the caup requlaeununt per sceario bnoke up by aiiftM and seeiift (as
"shown Table M3). We decided to semMfthev Heavy Diviio because of its

37Mw Uuiftd Stais deliwre about IO00UMu-ueIrIc We par i~by I bM dufta Operaton
Dee Rud/Sou (OS).Dvmwih buabutynown. cm --t the hav visionby a wee

waded ant. See Ilty Debver,Air FernMepdwAq 1991, p.52
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Cap. Needs Lwr Seemed., CreMalOublae)
(PA teem x 300

Heavy Heavy
Wilht Madum (W/C5 + C55) (w/o CS, + CBS)

Total 52/4 104/28 252/84 139/44
Airlift 52/4 104/28 110/29 68/17
Semalf 0 0 142/55 71/27
Somalo 1 4 2 3

great weight, because of its need for larg quantities of outsize cargo capability,
and because of observations bond on U-S. eqxweience. We selected air for the
ligt arid medium force because of the need for quick reaction anbd because ship
deliveries take two to four weeks. The nurnbers in Tabl 2.5 are the numnbers
used to determine the airif and seaif assets required.

Flnidly, we presurred that all firxe are required within 30 days. For the
edlium and heavy forces, that mneans the combat divisions, con be deployed as

shownt in Table. 2I6

Table 2.6
Usit Arrival Mootes

Air Assault Division (or 2 Light hinfatry Dlvliors)a Arrive day 7
3 F~ghter Squadrons Arrive dayS8
Fightr Squadons CSS Arrive day 9
3 FlhtarSquadron Arrive day 10
Fighter Squadrons CSS Arrive day 11
Light Armored Divisia Arie day 1?
CS and CSS mcinrunmt for above divisions Arrives days 24 & 30
Heavy Armored Divislon Arrives dayM2
Heavy Armored Diviio CS and CSS Arrives day 30

lTbmfstqi delvary da..bmmthe d4vh requirsmmbif for Owefarc p al~o
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Matching Airlift Assets to Force Projection
Requirements

AL14't Optieou

Inaalyz airUft opdm, we cn edexi g Europen lta•yad
civilian trmport aircraft and options for Improving capabilities, In to n of
current capacity, we assumed that "base airlift capacity would include 153
(out of 200) C-130s md 25 D-747 equivalents. We eliminated the 130 C-160
Transals because their range/payload limitations make them an ineffident cargo
aircraft for opemtions in exs of 3,000 kiklers. The few converted civil
aircraft in military service were excluded bemuse thder condition is unknown
and bemuse thde are too few to have more thn a marginal impact. The number
of C-1309 was reduced to reflect conmpt missions, training, and aircraft
overhtaul requiremntsw.

In tenw of option for improving capability, we examined the EC-17 (a European
C-17 surrogate) and the A-300 Airbus. The EC-17 will (1) carry a 53-netri-to4n
payload appoximateMY 4,500 kilomete withut refueling; (2) refuel in-flight to
extend its range (3) land and take off on runways of lkilometer (4) be fastEr mad
more autonomous in loading and unloading cargo; (5) consume a smaller area of
ramp space while n the ground; and (6) be able to carry most outsize military
equipment, Including a main battle tank. These ctics are expensive, but
they provide military planners with flexlbility.

Alternatively, the A-300 freighter is a civil design that operates as cost efficiently
as possible. Thus, it (1) requires a ground-based infrastructure for loading and
unloading (2) requires 1.5- to 2.2-dlometer runways for landing and taking off,
(3) cannot refuel in-flight, but has a longer design range than that of the BC-17;
arid (4) cannot carry the full range of outsize military equipment. Thus, these
two aircraft complement one another.

'11. aipula of f0. Nmdjm• Amy &runs t0.1991 Gudf War Immn m the reed for tb
seiaety pmvrd.d by ouftb w* akfcmWBIW. NATmO ded its

Amy o move two DuNO Patriot W Twriy witldn 45 horw. They lad no outize carp
cqidilty md ino U.S. -it Aold be diveted lham si dwpioymu. of US. faP, Wlthotmy
Iwapeuicqdity, audit me ws W o hms iumt=AAnmmv An-12& akabr (See pae

= =am Wadly, on intn dImLm, March 23,19I2, p. 4V.)
C,=Opmaun Gm6y in qupr ofOe 1991 GuMf War, w Ste 4 i nwvdsdmt oefe k

own "a duk r46000.ponm forma. TMe m,,orexcpAmm was need = sorta far
oauuie wp puovad by Ow UA Miflary AMkM Cmind.

SIVera EwopMitllymargizatlom- hae opdfr padki om oubies afuft
C-5orC-71 Swe far euinye lW's D ~ RVily, Jus 22,
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Sevem oter options were conidered and set aside. The C- was judged to be
tOo Costly, si•e further prodution would require ropenn *1e productIon line.
The A-M40 was also Judged to be too expenive, since its maximum payload at
moderate disnmes is not sinifica greeter dun that of the A-300 but its
advertised price is mor than $24 million hgh. The C-130H was considered
redundant and limited in range, and the Eurofa aircraft was viewed as too
expensive given research and development (R&D) costs. 5

Effect of Senxario Variables on Airl4't Requiwnents

The important variables for detemini airlift requirements me distance, force
requirements, and capabilities of the airlift route networLk6

Distance. As dislance inceases, with constant toeng requirements, the
number of aircraft required to deliver carg within a fixed period inreases.
Distamce affects cycle inms--the amount of time required to load, take off, fly,
land, unload, refuel, return, and perform maintenance.7

For the independet European force, the impact of distance on fleet requirements
is not linear; instead, the number of new aircraft required tends to accelerate as
distinm increases, because most of 1w exdstin European fleet are short-range
C-1W alrcraft. These aircraft are replaced in longer-range, 4,5O0-kilometer or
greater scenariosA8

Frce Re ImMENts. Force requirements also have a nolinear effect on airlift
fleet requirements. Generally, given a constant distam , the more cargo hat is
required, the more aircraft that will be required. However, the specfic
composition of the forces can dramatically affect Ihe airlift fleet composition. For
example, an Airborne Brigade may have a fairly small percentage of outsize

Snhe C-S opion Auldd be recnsddered if tde C-17 fais to dmulral its advertised
pimmce erift de e toroe de lnedw wamebm by ther asm. The A-option umlould be
recauwdsderediama odie pIndpgoshof Erpespaicymkus isto deploy- ulIdfl I iltry
Swonutaelomt aimes o ,0 ~oes -withot dieaddof4RnM HtruE'~utplt i i

=eln irAai ould be -amiddf UR&Dcaogwe ban.b netiideuouetIsd
raderitrnn~ybudgls

'11h ~pmduamteinysbe implietd wi ia complexsmtofvadable Intela11nl1ps
heu�doy-weremploy is summ d in Appeuiix B, e n further nores an our implied

71n tis !Wiyi, iech ofdwe actvitis i casidde•e - toindt ent (eg loaden i o
occangwhie I I Is being condwuc . Alwo d6h amelysis vares mutimmmnce

-- fr tk e EC-17, wnch is m uqrWovn asca Advertised RlyingV hours w1eS hours

pe day. Altumetively, pemointme atsfor other oirft w ae coser 6D 10 houws per day. We provide
e bobd an inch parameter.

fthe C-130 can be Sown fher dm un 4,50 kla•etwes Just a it wes i the FPekids War.
However, die mber r ed ruling become pmribve cudarg th relatively m
cwp (12 metric tom) ared
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material (about 5 percent), while a helicopter Air Cavaly Brigade has 15 percend,
mid an Armored Cavalry Reginment hasS percent Since only specialized
military aircraft (such as C-17, C-5, and the proposed Eurofg aircraft) can carry
this carp, tea pbimud force composition dramatically affects expected Reet

Aside from the outsize ca• Issues, huraing forc requirements may also hve
an accelerating impact an aircraft requirements if the qumatty of Cargo mid the
number of requisite mimssins begin to intct with airport conetrainis, such as
the amount of available ramp space or the number ad size of runways.

Airlift Rteau Netwe&k. We approximated the airlift route network constraints by
focusing on the airport constraints. Airport constraints can affect requirements
in three ways. First, runway length may be too short for typical civil designs to
land. Second, the number of landing and takeoff events nay be constrained by
air traffic management limits. Third, the number of aircraft that con land and
unload may be constraired by physical space and materiel handling limits.

We imposed two separals ctoumOWnce t t how fleet requirements would
vary with increasing gound constraints. In the less constrained case, we
assumed conditions much like those of the well-ceveloped portions of the
Persian Gulf-ebout 5•0,000 squmare meters of available ramp space and three
main runways. The more constrabind case assumes 0,00 squaw meters and
one runway. In all cams, the physical space is assumed to be shared equally with
tactical fighters. Finally, the number of aircraft landinigs and takeoffs is lim-ited
so that these operations are separated by a minimum of eight minutes.

As these constraints become more binding, they tend to push the fleet
compoition toward aircraft that load and unload qulddy and townd larger
aircraft (to reduce the number of aircraft required to deliver a given quantity of
caro). The variable that controls the extent to which hese constraints become
binding is the force reuirement The more tonnage required, the more the
ground constraints will have an impact on airlift fleet composition. And as the
analysis shows, if the toniage requirements are substantal and the constraints
restrictive, the fleet may shift from a mix of civil and military airlift aircraft to all
military aircraft Io meet the requirement

Resslts of Airlift Analysis

Table 2.7 summarizes the requirements in each of the scenarios shown in Table 2.2.
The scenarios vary distance, force requirements, and airport constraints, using the
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Table 2.7

Cup3 Aksuaf Neale fe Fuss Feeheg

ScONarIO I 2A 2B 3A 3 4A 4 4C

Distance (kIn) 6000 4500 6000 45W0 600 0 00 4500 6000
Forcer Mis. 52 110 110 68 68 104 104 104

(MiWnsx 1000)
Ground more lam km Um MMre - moe more
constraints

C-130 0 153 0 IS3 0 60 80 0
CvIlian B-747 21 25 2S 13 13 1 2 0

EC-17 29-40 27-40 " 23-31 61416 73-75 77-108 118-161

A-300 0 16 89 0 0 0 0 0

No'Mi Thw two nmbm for the BC-,17 8 * uraaifjmian ml of 1S.6, and 10 1 m,/
day. "Jn d•,•and, onw uine dilhty of thv pound opemem.

force requirements numbers for airlift shown in Table 2.5. In te first scenario, a light

force Is deployed a long distance to an area with significant ground constrainft The

distance limits the utility of the C-13(}, and the ground constraints limit the utility of

the civil aircraft (See Appendix B, Fleet Composition.) The result is a requirement
for between 29 and 40 EC-17s (depending on maintenance assumptiors). Scenarios

2A and 2B deploy a hmvier load over two separate distances to areas with few

ground constraints. In the shorter case, all the existing capacity is brought to bear

and EC-17s are required only for the outsize cMVMwt of the kfM' In the longer

scenario, more aircraft are required because of the distance and the C-130 fleet must

be replaced. Scenarios 3A and 3B deploy a mid-weight force over two separate

distances into an area with more ground constraints. The result is an increse in the
number of military aircraft required because of limits on the utility of the baseline
fleet and of the A-300. Finally, scenarios 4A, 40, and 4C deploy a heavy caru over

three separate distances into an area with more ground constraints. The result is that

the utility of the European baseline is very small and the requirement for flexible

military airlift aircraft is very high.

The scenarios described in Table 27 may be grouped based on the number of

outsize airlift aircraft required (see Table 2.8). Grouping the scenarios this way

9A qumdon tWl is worth addreunkl is the force delioyfmn dM•Wy of curat &em drM
(wihout an� oAi• A=o raft). They could p9 ust of two covut-epe lght
dlvi, or an Ak Amsul Divison a dismsucf 1400 kllamtets in a wedk. Howevr, miom outin

eiput(ZOW0 to 4,00 msetric to.,) could not be aconA daead (Notizi ahorfaf would inude
lbm hii c nd and codndro vau, 1k rou h teiren 1dfIt a•viation repdr
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Table 2A

Gresped Aidif Plodts
Smq•all m MFaoLrg

Meiuhweebnme I"emnvt Invetment
ScUMArC 1, 2A, 3A 29,35, 4A 41,4C
C-130 1S3 153 153
Civillen B-747 equivalent 25 25 25
EC-17 32 63 116

A-300 16 30 0

keeps the variance low and allows us to classify scenaros into small, medium,
and large investment scenarios. The groupings reflect those scenarios that
require similar numbers of flexible, outsize-capable military airlift.

Matching Sealift Assets to Force Projection

Requirements

Scaliet Options

As indicated earlier, we developed sealift options for deploying the Heavy
Armored Division. In some scenarios that do not need Heavy Armored
Divisions, the ships could be used for moving some of the other forces, thus
adding to the rbustness of the projection forces.

Sealift capability can be built using one or more combinations of three ship
categories: (1) ships that are government-owned and maintained in reserve
status by ammercial firms under government charters; (2) commnecdal ships
chartered by the government in time of need; (3) government-built ships leased

to the commercial sector that are requisitioned in time of need.1o For this
analysis, we focused on the first two categories.

tNied Wo b top eent throe ipmenolmclate owlurmdysb ofsns
requiremeut for a Madrs EuropeanFoce

Typucally, ,,opeanuom -N e rot mtdrihd fiubof Vvme d €..c o.hp held
inresve for co mcy ope . ad hae rietd e ted "---dfrit v ida ps.• • rtatn
the UAwk when the rUid aras. mrexa durig the ad .d War, the BrM h ovrwmMnt
requistaed mom 50 rih s d" rapidly modified hmn to suppo, the operatm
uwlslgmed (he cptr pe&6 repairwo--rkehops~o~ptd faadwlis tro tcowodalom, an morm),
vmd esyanoy-ed-Z fthohoughout -Opeawl n Corporatc-
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Government-owned ships in high-readiness reserve status typically are
maintained in 4- to 5-day readiness and can respond quickly to force deployment
requirements. However, maintaining this capability requires substantial
investment in ship procurement and an annual payment of support cost. Relying
on charter commercial ships can negate these costs, but there is a penalty in
response time. Ship availability will vary substantially from days to weeks,
depending on economic conditions and operating cycles, which are outside
government control.

Cabtlegy 1: Govenment-Owned and -Operated. In this analysis, we used the
fast sealift ship(s) (FSS) employed by the United States. It is a proven design,
provides as good a response as several other designs, and is easily built in
Eumpean shipyards.

The FSS is a 30-knot ship with a maximum cargo capacity of 21,000 square
meters, with hullform and dimensions identical to those of the eight FSS
currently in the US. Department of Defense (DoD) inventory. The Heavy
Armored Division of 71,000 metric tons and 123,000 square meters requires nine
1W. 11

Categay 2I Commercial Ship&. During OPS, the United States chartered over
50 foreign-flag commercda ships to carry military equipment, many of these from
NATO countries; in planning mobility capabilities for a rapid response force,
these assets should be consideredL Cost is the principal advantage of tis
option-there is no procurement cost and the commercial sector pays operating
and maintenance costs. However, there are three principal drawbacks in using
commercial assets for rapid deployment: (1) availability, (2) small relative size
compared to the government-controlled ships, and (3) slow speed.

The availability of commercial ships to carry military cargo will vary as a
function of ship employment cycles and economic conditions. Since they may be
employed in the Atlantic or Indian Ocean or Far East trade routes, they may not
be as readily available as government-controlled ships in reduced operating
status. Thus, for this analysis, we postulated a seven-day activation time for
commercial shipping.

In terms of size, the commercial roll-on/roll-off (Ro/Ro) ships used in ODS on
average carried 5,000 square meters of cargo, which is only 18 to 40 percent of the
cargo capacity of the govemnment-owned sealift candidates (taking into account

11sgp avwlabdity is awtuwd to be 90 perm. wd we emloyed a cargo towag factor of 75
pWCte
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cargo stowage). Thus, a fleet of about 29 comparable commercial ships would be
required to carry the unit equipment or the CS/CSS of an armored division. This

number needs to be obtained out of nearly 1,000 European flagged ships.

Commercial Ro/Ros used in ODS were also slower than their govenment-
owned counterparts-iS knots versus 30 knots for the PSS. Taking into account

longer activation time and slower speed, comparable commercial ships would
complete cargo deliveries within 30 days to all representative locations if
seaports of debarkation (SPODs) are in raine. In constrained berthing and
acces cases, they would begin deliverie only within 30 days. This suggests that
commercial shipping Is not a robust option for the rapid deployment of unit

equipment. However, because commercial ships are essentially a no-cost option,
they are suitable for transporting support materiel that does not have to arrive at

the same rate as unit equipment.

Effect of Scenario Va. oables on Sealift Perfomance

For this analysis, we postulated that the sealift ships are based and pick up cargo

at a central Mediterranean port (i.e., Genoa, Italy). The ships carry cargo to three

notional locations: (1) the eastern Mediterranean (1,500 nautical miles [nnd]); (2)
central Africa (3,500 nmi); and (3) the Persian Gulf (4,500 rin). (These
correspond to our air scenario alternatives.) Taking into consideration ship

activation, loading and unloading, and transit times, we calculated the cycle time

of the candidates to the three locations, under varying reception conditions.

Two key variables affect sealift performance: constrained berthing and limited

access.

Constrained Berthing. In the constrained cases, we postulated that only three

eS6 can be accommodated in the port berthing facilities, thus slowing cargo

deliveries compared to cases with no constraints.

LUmited SPOD Accese. In the limited-access case, the P55 cannot enter port and

must unload cargo at anchorages to lighters. Consequently, they complete cargo
deliveries later than they would with no constraint. Specifically, unloading time is

increased by 50 percent.

Results of Sealift Analysis

Table 2.9 gives the delivery time of the unit equipment of a Heavy Armored

Division for a fleet of nine FSS. At worst, the fleet can deliver it in 26 days, with
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Table L.9

Days t
Scenarlon CarpD Arrival
Elastern Mediterranean (1500 rod)

Unconstrained SF00 10
Constrained berthng 16
Limited SPOD sceem 20

Central Affica (3500 nmin)
Unconfstrined SF00 13
Constrained berthing 19
Limited SPOD access 23

Persian Gulf (4500 nini)
Unconstrained SF00 16
Constrained berfthn 22
LimitedOS00access; 26

an average of 22 days. If the CS/CSS materiel is shipped by 29 commercial
leased ships, it will arrive by day 30 in the unconstrained case, or at least begin
off-loading by day 30 in the constrained cases.

Matching Tanker Assets to Force Projection
Requirements

Tanker Options

Thee are three basic options for tankers: (1) active A-300 freighter-tankers,
(2) civilian A-300 freighter-tankers/CRAP, and (3) the current European fleet of
approximately 30 military tankers, (e~g., KC-135P, VC-i0, KC-707, and L-O101is).

In the first option, conventionial A-M0 freighters would be modified on the
production line so that they have an in-flight capability to off-load fuel. The
basic concept is that the A-=0 would be fitted with additional internal pipin&
fuel pumps, a control panel in the cockpit~, and necessary hardpoints for the
mounting of drogue pods (on the wingtip.). The drogue pods would then be
stockpiled at mobilization points.

The second option would involve the same modification as described above but
would involve a different operational concept The planes would be owned by
an airline or air freight company and, with the exception of a brief trainng
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period each year, would be required only In times of crisis. More specifically,
with respect to crew training the aircraft would be called up for a five-day
period each year (the airline would be paid for the period it was out of regular
service), the drogue pods would be attached, and the crews would then practice
refteln sorties.

The third option the basefleet.

Effect of Scenario Variables on Tanker Requirements

The degree to which air refueling is required depends on the specific situation in
which a particular scenario unfoldsl Ther ar two basic osiderations for

tanker support (1) en route refueling and (2) support of the fighter air
operations. In both cases, the tanker reuiremnts can be highly variable, and
worse, their probabilities of occurrence can vary greatly depending on specific
scenarios. Thus, our attempt here is to attain some "reasonable' estimate of
tanker support without buying the maximum possible.

En Route Refueling. For airlift or fighter aircraft, there may be no requirement
for air refueling if adequate refueling locations exist along the route of the

deploynmt. Deployments under 3,000 kilometers will require minimum
refueling while deployments of 6,000 kilometers and 4,50 kilometers both
require refueling. If air refueling would be required because no en route
refueling is possible, we need to estimate refuelers. We used the 4,500-kilometer

range to estimate the number required and assumed the use of an A-300

modified for tanking (see Appendix C).

The en route tanker requirements (if needed at all) are:

* 20 for the easiest cases (Scenarios 1, 2A, 3A);

* 25 for the harder cases (Scenarios 2B, 3B, 4A);

* 44 for the arduous cases (Scenarios 4B, 4C).

In-Theater Operational Support. This fighter air refueling requirement depends

on many variables: the fleet size, the daily sortie rate, distances from air bases to
targets, aircraft type, and external stores carried. If conditions are right, and
include a lower demand for sorties, some or most refueling could take place on
the ground. Any realistic estimation of tankers for a future unknown scenario

will be difficult. We estimated 30 to 50 tankers for in-theater fighter operations

(see Appendix C).
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Results of Tanker Analysis

Table 2.10 presents,te results of the analysis.

For scenarios 1, 2A, and 3A, we assumed in a best case (see top of table) that

tankers are needed only for support of the fighter air operaions and that the

operations ae less than 750 kilometers from the air bases. In the worst case, en

route refueling is necessary, but fighter operations are within 750 kilometers. For

scenarios 2B, 3, and 4A, we assumed the sauw best case, but the worst case

requires simultaneous air refueling with fihter operations at 1,000 kilometers.
Given poor fields, scenarios 49 and 4C wil require remote fighter (1,0o
kilometers) operations even in a best case, although enough en route refueling
locations can be found for the airlift The worst case adds en route air refueling.

The bottom part of the table shows that enough tankers are kept in the active

force to cover the best case (30 + 16 = 46 vs. 30 needed for the best case), with
CRAP as a backup to cover 90 to 100 percent of the worst cases (presuming the
very wort cases have low probability and can be managed by alternative

actions). All the A-300s used are fitted out as tanker-f, ghters, as indicated in
the cost section. We presumed that even when refuel the can carry useful
freight payloads, thus increasing flexibility.

Summary of Force Requirement Results

The first half of Table 2.11 builds up airlift, sealift, and tanker requirements from

Tables 2.8,2.9, and 2.10, respectively. Those assets marked with a plus (+)
represent resources needed to augment the force projection capability; unnvaked

assets represent resources currently available to the European Community (SQ).

Table 2.10

Grouped Tmker AMeet

Small Medium LrP
Investment Investment lInvetment

Tanker best case 30 30 so
Tanker worst case 850 0 100

Scenarios 1, 2A, 3A 21, 38,4A 48,4C

Current military tankers (active) 30 30 30

A-300 tanker-freihter/active 16 30 30

Civilian A-300 tanker-freighter/CRAF 5 is 30
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Table "11

F .ee a tle Requi" Raesumo by lnvesmeu Level mud Sceuawr

N~diumLA
Small InveatmUnt Invesbmsnt Investmmt

1, 2A, 3A 23,38, " 48,4C

A.uto (Eair) (Harder) (Airduou)

C-130 153 1Ws 15W

Civilian 9-747 equivalnt 25 25b

+EC-17 32 63 116

Current militaty tankers 30 30 30

+A-300 F/T (active) 16 30 30

Civilian A-300 F/T (CRAF) 5 15 30

+PSS 9 9 9

Comnerdal lasnd ships 29 29 29

Initial investmnt (S billion)
(tol/per year for 5 Ymars) 9/l. 16/32 23/4L6
opemting cos
(total/per year for 25 years) 9/36 16/A4 26/1.04

Total 25-year life cycle emst $18 billin $32 billion $49 billion
GNot up" in tl. ltt Seneim
bNo tasik where tU nrpet inop qace tacu

The augmentation is shown across the three Sario groupings, which represent
varying levels of robustness. Each increasirg investnmet level includes the cases

at the lower investment levels.

The A-300 Airbuses serve as both tankers and airlifters, thus further increasing

robustness. Obviously, these systems can be employed in different ways than

when we computed thm. When a known situatdio arises, specific resource
allocations can be made. For example, If only a light force is needed early and/or
a great deal of time is available to deliver further forces, then very few airlifters

are required and everything can be done by ships (both active and leased). The
systems are all very balanced, providing active forces in airlift, tanker, and laS,

with backup in the CRAF and in the leasing of ships.

These systems are designed to provide combat forces and their combat support

and combat service support within 30 days and to provide about a month of

sustainability. If operations beyond four to six weeks are anticipated, a theater
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support increment and resupply are needed. Experience says these additional
elemnents will be equal in weight to the combat force inkitially delivered.

Cost Analysis Results

The total costs, both investment and operating (see Appendix D), to cover the
augmentation needed for the + assets are sownn at the bottom of Table 2.11,
rangin from $18 billion to $49 bfikllin As indicated, nitia Investment (Rt&D
plus pourement) accounts for roughly half of the total 25-year life cycle costs.
Uf the initial investment is spread over a five-year period, then initial investment
costs wilrun from $2 billion ayear on the low end to$5blillionan the high end.
Once the initial hurdle has been passed, annual operating costs will run
anywhere from $400 million to $1 billion per year.

While the imost expensive investment provides a very robust capability, it is not
anywhere near as robust as the US. capability. On the other hand, the least
expensive system gives quite a capability for light deployments or for
deployments where good Iinfrastructure exists. It jus lacks robustness.

When costs are broken down by costs per system. (rable 2.12), we see that the
EC-17 dearly dominates cootk from 60 percent of total coats in the first grouping
of scenarios to 80 percent in the third grouping.

Alternatives clearly exist with respect to aircraft and ship "ape, procurement
strateg, and operational concept. For example, the C-511 a an alternative to the
C-17, and It may be that the costs of reopening the line are more than offset by its
lower flyaway cost. With respect to procurement strategy, it may be that the
Europeans would prefer to build the EC-17 themselves under a directed licensing

Table 2.12
25o-Year Mie Cycle Costs by Sysetm

(U.S. $ billions)

B747-
EC-17/ A-NO0 A-300 4OAF/

Scenario Active F-T/Actlve F-T/CRAF CRAP FSS/Ro/Ro Total

1, 2A, 3A 11 4 negligble 0 3 18
2B, 38,& 4A 22 7 negligible 0 3 32
4B &4C 39 7 neHgflgbe 0 3 49
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apumu*t'2 ihimn to buy Ow aircraft directly fhom McDo~mwfl Douglas. Or ft may
be that a uwecost-effective, procummniut ustraby with respect 6Dothe A-300

fiughtr-ankrswould be to procure used wide-body aircraft and refurbish mid
modify them necessary (e.g& the Royal Air Forces [R.AF's Td-star teankers).
And finally, with respet ID operational co.wepts, we monsdered active-duty
status an d civiia reserve status. It may be dWthate Eurapmmn feel that military
reserve status offersthe bast baluice betwem cast and response tim

1.vvusdfna (S 16 A ou ofW 1 U .S A x ~..iW numA UWdb r tolfi tkd 1
.iamw o fAhweujt R-16%-MI, RAM,~ Soft &MU, * CWDwm.U. Il p.3
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3. A Satellite-Based System for an
Independent European Force

In this section, we will provide rou&i estimates of the cost of building several
alternative utlteb d system Oth provide rnmkmmictionh and intelligence

Why Focus on Satellite Systems?

We focused on satellite system rather than on the intelligence needs of an
indeped.ent European force for three rnsoruh. rst, satlites have some definite
advantages over other ways of pgther mfiiy intelligence dalt. Flr eamle,
satellites we relativy sabe spint memy threats. In the Outer Spam Treaty of
1967, the United ations agreed that satellites can freely travel in space over
every country's territoiry.1 Another advantage of satellites is that they offer
acces to anywhere in the world without the need for a nearby Idfastructure-
satellite need neither airport nor harbor and, with a suitable conmunications
inFastruct, can beam their data io a receiving staon anywhere in the world.

While commerial systems like the Anmrican LANDSAT satdete and the
Fmrih SPOT ae useful for somne military and
several European leaders have decided that these commercial satellites are not
adequate for the intelligeince needs of a modern army. Greaser n•ution would
improve the military usefulnes of pictures takM from space 2 Also, satlltes

can serve ins large variety of ways in addition to Iineg. Fran's Defene
Minister Joxe3 has said that electronic intelligtran could allow one to listen in on
communications and other signals or provide early warning of missile attack In
addition, satellites could continually monitor known nuclear test sites to detect
explosions 4 Moreover, satellites can be used to improve weather forecasts, and
the militay can position a satellite to obtain such information in an area of the

Is@ 04 Lacy Sin~k, -C=V.Mpu ofd Iva "PC ar~w"sdmo a-f- eg au'd
auw mn t smftg for vyficdN- in Mid•t Sk id Hur b=U (ed& Opm Aim
Tab"m, Orp.uiintim, O~r..iim, Lqul and NPtAI Aapamts Cau for I~nwdwWmv utd Stbeosgc
SbAdim, York Unwwvmy, TUmwob, Camda 1990.

24. NA U , Ah Opaimg -nn Immu•n sd •, w. • VOl 13, N6 Y2198•, pp. 914•M,
-mid hkmmadti wUt onon asd c -- 1frvatm Mrs"

4S"~ Kaym i GeL, C~mumWc 01 1' SstdIt, St. M.'s pu., New yo*.N.ylg. 90



World that Would not otherwise have such coverag Furthe, 11w precision, of
miiaNNy operations an be Wreedy miianm by prvidft the precise locatio Of
wiiArny uWit though a symstem such as O1w Unmited Swats' Globa Positioing
Sys'.mn (GMS~ Finey, awry European nations Wabedy use satellite system. for
mnilitIOYM

A second reasion, we ane focusing on satellite systeui. s duat such systmwo can
serve various othe nationsl purposes beyond 11w purely miltary uses discussed
above, For eawnple, satellites con be used to verify cohmpliance with

dlwiaauwt treatIes, con aillow usilorthorf of miliwy aictivities to prevent
beriga activities from beng misnda stod ashostilesactivities, durnby

wceasing the public's confidence in Uts security, and co allow toonitozing of
resource utilizationw an enionnta I Problems In addition, somw nations look
on developing space capabilities as a way of swncoaging economnic growith,

paSiUlaM in Uwir high-tecchnolog sector. Somne counitries even view satellite
system!. as a source of prestige.

Mwe third resen for focusing on satellite systernw is that than ha been a
subsertia amfuart of talk about a European satellite nteligence system. French
Defense Minister Jonm said that surveiluuic from, satllites shoud receive the
sane finaincial and politca priority that nuclear fovrces received in Ote 196(k.

Decasuse of this public discussion, we decided it migtM be helpful to describe dhe
costs of variou satllite capabilities. We hae" not considered all the mmrsaitellite
ways of gathering the additional intelligence that an independent European force
would need. In particular, we have not done a cost-benefit analysis of satellites
vs. alternastiveLs. In addition, because of all the notnmilitary purposes of a
satllite systeM we did not atteNNMt to fin the least-st nietod of obtaning the

Inteligome that a unow miltary force might need. Rater, we assemnled the costs
of obtaning various capabilities via satellites.

Determilning Capabilities of a Satefllte-Based System

To estirnate the costs of a Europme satellite system for romn turlcatians and
irtelligence, we fLit determnined the capabilitiehde systm will provide. As was
the case in estimatin force prjetion requlrerents, a range of capabilities might
be purchased. At dhe low end of the range are the European, military systemse
that are now operational. At the high end is a systfrn that conitains all the

%W0g., po~w S miAkbanw mid I .. i mi i iwn A ccwpoln.v in Ibidaied Sc
aid HiilacOibit(=ý). Oswat* Twtkd-d- Oueim~OPuutiumLqwudNMdmWI

Aqs, C.whsmuImu i SMg' Sbus, iiud~n,Tmm*n, Cmedm, i
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capabilities that have beo considered femb in the reasonably near future. An
almost Infinite variety ofcapiability levels, ae possible in betwem these two
extremes. RaIhr than try to enumerate a Iamp nunme of capability vels, we
chose three levels that illustrate points on the spectrum and otht together provide
a notion of the possible cost/capability trade-off We also provided the
underlying data so the cost of differmnt c igao could be estimated or the
sensitivity of the findings to particular cost parameters could be chedkd.

Thm Smarios for Sateuite Systms

The satellite systems in the three scenarios are defined a follows. The limited-
capability case only includes continuing capabilities that European goverunents
have already deployed or that m in advanced development with a plan for
deployment. We view this as a mnimum-capability level to which
Improvements may be added.

The medium.capability case includes a unified, large-scale satellite
communication system dedicated to European military communications and
several of the capabilities mentioned in the statement made by French Defense
Minister Joxe: imaging in the optical, infrared (IR), and radar ranges and a
system to monitor electronic signals. We also added two data relay satellites so
that information from the other satellites could be relayed to a ground station in
Europe.

The high-capability case provides increased robustness by increasing the number
of radar-imaging satellites from one to two and by adding several capabilities.
The first additional capability is a set of three meteorological satellites dedicated
to supporting the independent European force. Although meeorol
information is available from civilian satellites, having polar satellites run by the
military can provide improved forecasts in targeted sections of the world. Other
capabilities added in the high-capability case are a system to eavesdrop on
communications from geosynchronous orbit and a system to detect ballistic
missile launches.

The final capability added in the high-capability case is a duplicate of the United
States' GPS. At any point on the earth, beams from four satellites in this system
can be received and the precise location of the observer calculated. This
capability can be of substantial military value. Although initial plans had been
for the United States to encode the signals so there would be some (roughly 100-
meter) uncertainty in the estimated position of users who were not privy to the
code, the system currently provides roughly 15-meter accuracy to all users. The
scientific community is putting substantial pressure on the US. Department of



Datume to maintain this WMve of accuracy in Ow fubaa Owu, Europeans an
NMmly to hav cortinuad accs to Nod capablty wigou furthe investment.
Howeve, KoEW EuriMM nMi argue Ous 0. iridsperdidu Europea force
*auld be compbletly kidependuO of Ow Utftd States. Thuufare, duplicating
tide system could be part of an invutmetut in a large satellite capability. Mw 24
saftlliftes included duplicate, Ow completed GPS rterw Oma Ow GPS that exlutec
durin thide study.

Theater Tactical Control Systems

In addition to satellite intelligence and couuucalnsstma independent
European fomc will need tactical control systems tht can nwwe with the force.
We included both an airborne, comumand and control system and a battlefield
intelligence system in our medium- and high-capability cases, but neither in the
limited-capabilitycase.

An airborne command and control sy-stem would integrate information from air
defense radars, airborne surveillance, and othe sources to support

decllonmkingin times of tension and to allow combined and Joint operatlcms
to be conduced efficlently during wartime. Thve "systm would provide timely
information exchange and a central data base for air ftraffic control, integrated
tasldng, and combined air operations. The raidars and othe detiectors being used
for national forces do not need to be duplicated, but an independent force would
require an indepenident command and control system.

Othern cots that we have not counted we also likely to be Incurred in settin up a
duplicate command and control center. For example, substantial nondollar costs
may be inicurred because the best officers will be required to learn two systems.
Othe cosgs include training costs to, learn to operate under a duplicate system.

A battlefield intelligence system would consist of aircraft that fly over or nearth
area being surveyed and relay information to battlefield commanders. We
included 5 airplanes and 24 ground support modules.

Intelligence Data Processing

As mentioned earlier, an important system..design decision concerns whethe
the. will be a single centralized facility that performs the function of reception
and interpretaio of intefligertce, information or whethe separate national
facilities will seve thi purpose. Reception and Intepretation of intelligence
data have traditionally been reserved by national governments. In a satellite
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Intellipence systkm, thk would allow each government to separately evaluate the
infromation contained In the raw data and to meah its own conclusion about the

deshiability of committing to military action. MWe price of this Ineedneis
duplication of facilities and umnecessary effort

In each of our cams, we chioe to assume a single central facility for data fusion
and interpretaton.6 From a technical standpoint, this is dearly the more efficient
ara eent HoIwever, it Impli a substntbial degree of iedependce
among the nations in the military consortium and may not be politically
appropriate. If it is not appropriate, costs would be somewhat higher.

Other Inftwstruture

To operate the new intelligence system provided by any of these cases, it will be
necessary to build certain items of infrastructure. We assumed existing or
planned launch vehicles and facilities could be used for launches, and, thus, we
included only expendable launch vehicle purchase in the costs for each satellite.
We included the costs of ground stations fo" tracking, telemetry, and control of
each satellite system. In the high-capability cue, we also included a space
surveillance radar system that will monitor the location of satellites and other
debris.

Civilim Systems

Military and civilian space systems are intertwined in several ways. For
example, civilian systems provide data directly to the military and some satellites
carry both military and civilian payloads. In addition, many European military
systems use exactly the same tedinology as civilian systems. Helios, the French
military remote sensing satellite, will use the same bus as the European Remote
Sensing (ERS) satellite and the commercial remote sensing satellite (SPOT), and
Ariane rockets are used to launch military and civilian satellites; there are other
examples covering data relay and remote sensing systems.

The European civilian space sector contributes substantially to European military
capabilities by providing research and development efforts to technologie that
can be used by the military, either directly or as a precursor to further
development in the military sector. We assumed that substantial civilian space

6Each atellite sysem has its own ground tation to actafy rceive lh. da u the OwsatMlI
and tImm it to the cantral faclity. Ths is nemu-y for tedmical mmom matching the nma
mod @h1w equgatn to the newds of the satelfle being meved.
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effort will continue In all our scenarios. Our cakulatlout assumed that the level
of civilian effort is constat in all three scenarios. Thus, the civilian programs
contributed the samne amounts of both costs and capabilities to the military in all
three scenarios. Consequently, the civilian progrms were not explicitly costed
in any of the scenarios.

Cost Data for a Satellite-Based System

System Coat.

Most of the generic capabilities required for our scenarios am found in systems
for which an architecture has been proposed; thus, cost estimates can be found in
the literature or can be developed from simple rules of thumb. Table 3.1 shows
the military space systems we have used to develop the cost of our alternative

systems, their costs, and the sources of the cost date. For all but three of the
capabilities in our scenarios, European systems exist for which costs can be
estimated either directly froi a published estimate or by analogy with a sml
system. The costs covered in die table include the purchase of onea generation, of
satellites; launch costs; all costs associated with telemry, &tr and control
of the satellite; and, in some cases, R&D directly related to system developent.
For example, we believe that the R&D included in the Hellos I cost estimate
includes R&D related to sensor development. But it does not include the R&D
related to the spacecraft bus that is used on several other systems and that was
developed in a different projecL. No R&D is included in the costs of the

tion systems of Syracuse, Hispasat, or Skynet, because these are

existing system~

No comparable European system could be found for three space capabilities.
First, there was no system for listening to cm ction signals from
eosyncronus orbit. This capability would require a reasonably largo,

sophisticated communications satellite. Thus, we estimated that its costs would

roughly approximate those involved in developing and building the civilian
European Data Relay System (EDRS), except with three satellites rather than two.
(We used EDRS to derive our cost estimate because of the system's size and

sophistication; we do not suggest the equipment would be similar.)

Second, there is no system for navigation and location. We priced the system
used in the scenarios based on the contract that the US. govermnt has for the
next block of satellites in the GPS systm. We induded no R&D costs here
because we assumed that existing technology would be used.
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Third, there is no system to detect and provide early warning of missile launches.
We priced the system in the scenarios from a scaled-down version of the US.
system, Defense Support Program (DSP).

Nospace System Component Costs

The systems costs shown in Table 3.1 cover only ground systems related to the
health of the spacecraft, not to the processing of its data. Table 3.2 shows our

estimates of the other nonspace system components of our alternative
intelligence systems and their source. The estimate for Syracuse includes the cost
of 100 receiving and transmitting stations. We estimated that creating an
integrated European system of six satellites would call for roughly an equivalent
additional investment beyond the existing and planned networks.

In the medium-capability case, we provided a single data center to integrate
reconnaissance and estimated its costs from an existing system to integrate tactical

reconnaissance data. In the high-capability case, we doubled both the capacity and the
cost shown in Table 32.

The cost of the airborne command and control system will depend heavily on the

detailed requiremnts that are decided upon. For example, the original proposal

Table 3.2

Grou and MAir System Components

Component
Cost

Component ($ millions) Estimate Source

Ground network for Syracuse 1200 Defence Weekly, 7/9/88
Ground network for Skynet 1200 Estimated from Syracuse costs
Ground network for Hispasat 600 Estimated from Syracuse costs
Addittonal stations for Eumilsat 1200 Estimated from Syracuse costs
Procrsing stations for Helios 250 Cost of 3 stations
Intelligence data center 1250 Cost of tactical recormaissance

integrated ground station near
Hahn, as reported in CM Report,
4/15/91

Battlefield intelligence 1156 Scaled down from official estimates
of 1-STARS

Airborne command and control 4000 Estimated (see text)

Space surveillance center 470 Cost of 5 Cobra class radars from
Jv's Radar Systms, plus
estimated data center and
operations cost

NOTM: Costs tnchue inesment costs and 10 yems of operatflos costs excp Mfor the last dtee
sysb=4 which include 20 yems of operations cost J-STARS is the Joint Surveillance and Target
Attack Radar System.
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to build NATO a new Airborne Command and Control System (ACCS) would
have required spending between $25 billion and $30 billion over a 20-year
period. Subsequent options examined included four that ranged from $7 billim
to $10.5 bilion. Sensors accounted (or only 25 to 30 percent of the costs of these
options. Thus, we believe that the $4 billion we estimated for building an ACCS
(excluding sensors) for an independent European force is reasonable.

The space surveillance system as designed to survey from earth the positions of
satellites and debris. Knowing this information increases satellite mobility and

decreases the danger of accidental loss of satellites. This system, estimated at
$470 million, is included only in the high-capability case.

We did not include ground receivers for the navigation system, reasoning that
the alternative to building a European navigation system is to use CPS for
European military needs rather than not to have a system. Consequently, the
European navigation system would not require the purdcase of additional

ground equipment.

Our sources were predominantly secondary sources, which are well known for
difficulties related to reliability and interpretation. Thus, we cannot be certain of
individual numbers. Our goal was to provide rough estimates of the magnitude
of the costs and capabilities involved rather than definitive answers.

Civilian European System Costs

Table 3.3 presents a selected set of civilian European systems that have
substantial joint costs with military systems, their costs, and the source of the cost
estimates. We selected these systems because they provide either data of

apparent mdlitary value or technology to a military system, either directly or as a
precursor system. The $7 billion total cost greatly exceeds the cost of current
dedicated military systems. We did not add these items in any of our cases. Our
estimates of R&D costs came mostly from European sources and assumed a
continued healthy civilian sector.

Estimating the Costs of Alternative Capability Levels

The data presented in Tables 3.1 and 32 are the sources of our estimates of the
costs of adding the various capabilities. However, the system costs are not
directly comparable because they provide services that last for different periods
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Table 33

Cot Dab lore Seledd CvUm Space Systems

Dae Number Syame Cost
Ufetime of Esdinmae

Saellte Sysiam Purpoe (yam) Stats (S miom) Source

Civil isaeat CoMMuwnlmtlm 10 3 867 Jntmaia
Tewmh i (Syrcm ) Cfmuunltlon 10 3 764 Defince News,

6/3/91
OT hagng 5 1 444 Inaavla

Aitamms Dat relay 10 1 S60 Air & Coumno,
11/16/91

EDRS Data relay 10 2 1186 Air & Comoas,
11/18/91

Topex/ Poseidon Ocn survefllance 1 142 Interavia(SAK -mm•
ERS Oesen surveillance 3 2 I0M Pryk

(SAX altnud)
POEM Polar/climate 4.5 1 1095 Air & Comos,

11/18/91
Meteoaat Weather 5 3 551 ntmeavia
Locstar Navigation 12 2 392 Interavi

SCuNRCSc Jnvm Spw ,UD•vwy ••.-2 (A. Wm, ad),JaWn' hdmatkm Group,
kuindi*, VA, 15I1. Ahm, am Fryk of Se Wahmpgm Office of the Ewrpean Spece Ag.icy,
rive•e an,,unicatim dated P4. 10, I9M

NOM Topex/Pddn 1 n9dhai oindy lhupam comt

of time and because costs am incurred over different time periods. For example,
the communications satellites are typically designed 1o last 10 years, while
satellites in low earth orbit typically last only 3 to 5 years. To keep a system
whose satellites will last for only 5 years operating for a 10-year period requires
buying twice as nmny satellites as are required for a system whose satellites wil

last for 10 years

Our solution to comparing alternative systems with different time frames is to

consider a 25-year period that consists of a 5-year period during which new

systems are developed and deployed, followed by a 20-year period in which
roughly similar capabilities are operated. 7 The 20-year operational period was

chows as a reasonable period in which to amortize the costs of many of the
facilities described in Table 32. It also provides the same time frame as the
analysis of force projection costs used in Section 2.

7 Technoio wil probaby chage sbstatlafly over a 25-yew pniod, with cost dscremlng ad
c iltis crem-n The n caulatoms con also be radtolized by uming that ha sine ammunt
of mo ,y isn to buy a product duht imroves over Um.
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This analysis plan required partitioning the cosw In Tables 3.1 and 32 into cwe
incurred during system development and into recurring cot. The system
development costs include ground facUitity construction, software development,
and R&D, as well as derences in csts between the first satellite in a series and
subsequent satellites. When detailed inormation was not available, we used
rules of thumb. For example, the European Space Agency (ESA) finds that 10 to
15 percent of a system's costs are for ground stations and mission operations.
The 10 percent figure is typical of scientific and low earth orbit observation,
while the 15 percent figure is for platform missions. We decided on a simple rule

where mission operation bosts equal I percent annually of the cost of one
generation of the system, and up-front costs for ground operations are typically 5
to 10 percenL A second rule of thumb, also from the ESA, is that the first satellite
in a set cosws 50 percent more than later satellites. The extra 50 percent covers the
cost of ground stations and the R&D to develop the satellite. Rather than picking
any particular scenario for the time of launches, we provided average annual
costs. Thus, the expected number of satellites purchased during a year of the
operation period is n/I, where n is the number of satellites In orbit at any one
time and I is the expected lifetime of a satellite in years.

Table 3A shows the estimates for each system. The up-front costs include
comtructon of ground facilities, development of software, and R&D. The costs
of the first integrated reconmissance data center are included with the Zenon
system and the second with the communications intelligence system. We show
the partition of the costw incurred while the system is operational into the costs of
purchasing satellites and all other costs.

For example, the ground network for Skynet is estimated to cost $12 billion
(from Table 32), or $240 million per year for 5 years. Because Skynet uses
existing communication technology, the are no R&D costs, so the total costs for

the development period are $240 million per year. In the Skynet system, there
are three satellites in orbit, each with a design lifetime of 7 years, so that on
average one must purchase 3/7 of a satellite each year. Each satellite costs
approximately $184 million, including launch costs (from 554/3 in Table 3.1);

thus, dv satellites cost an average of 184 x 3/7 = $78.86 million per year. Finally,
we used our 1 percent rule of thumb to estimate operating costs of $5.54 million
per year.

As an example of where rules of thumb are used more frequently, consider the
radar surveillance system Osiris. Our source for Table 3.1 estimated that a two-
satellite system would cost approximately $1.5 billion, including launch and
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Srowund costs (for the health of the satellite only), but the source provided no
other details. Using the rule of thumb that the fiint stellite costs 50 percent more
than later satellites, we calculated that the first satellite would cost $900 million
and the second satellite $600 million. We used the $600 millim as the cost of
each satellim purchased and used $300 million as the total of R&D and ground
station acquisition. Thus (as shown in Table 3A), the first satellite incurs
development costs of $60 million per year ($30015) during the 5-ymr
deelopmen period mad annual purchase cost of $120 minion ($600/5, because
of the 5-year lifetime). To maintain a second satellite, one needs to add an
additional ground station but no R&D. Since ground stations are typically 5
percet of a satllite's cost, the second satellite requires only $30 million for
development, or $6 million annually. The purchase cost of the second satellite is
similar to that of the first. In both cases, 1 percent of satellite purchase cosb are
spent for annual operating costs.

The final calculation in Table 3.4 gives the 25-year system costs. This is the sum
of 5 times the annual development costs plus 20 times the sum of annual
purchase costs and annual development costs. For example, for Skynet the costs
are. 5 x 240 + 20 x (7886 + 5.54) = 2,888.

What remains is only to summarize our costs across the capability levels. The
last colunm notes the capability levels to which each system is assigned. In the
low-capability case, we can merely sum the systems in the development and
operating periods. However, for the medium- and high-capability cam, we
expect that the European nations would continue to operae the existing systems
during the 5-year development period. For example, although Great Britain has
expressed extreme interest in the development of a system similar to the one we
call Eumilsat, it also recently contracted for the purchase of additional Skynet4
satellites that will not be launched until the existing Skynets become unusable in
the late 1990a.

The first line in Table 35 shows the total life cycle cost of each of the three
systems, induding development, acquisition, and operation for a 20-year period.
The total 25-year system cost for the limited-case current European military
systems is just under $9 billion. The medium case would roughly triple it to
$26.9 billion, and the high-capability case would increase the cost to $46.3 billion,
or five times the resources of the limited case. The remainng lines of the table
allocate the life cycle costs between a 5-year development period and a
subsequent 20-year operational period.
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Total cost 683 26.9 45.4
Averparmualcost

DWvuloMGit period (S yrs.) 0.7 1.8 2.4
Opmrtkbg period (20 yis.) 0.3 0.9 1.7
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4. Conclusions

Table 4.1 combines the cost estimates from the forme proection and satellite
syuiemewanalyses. Itaveis tOat force projection -dominates the low-capability
case; howeve, at greater levels, the two capabilities contribute roughly equally to
the comsts for an independent European forme

While these casom could feasibly be awcnumodatdby the anual $160 billion
(1969) defense budgets of O1w NATO European nations? the issue is how much of
their defense budgets are the European nations willin to devote to gain different
amounts of Indpedece or robustness. The modest systems of the low case
($27 billion over 25 year) provide soam independent capability, but for many
uses, they will require the aid of robust US. systems to minimize rIsk. 11w high
cas ($M billion over 25 years) will provide more robustness, but even this will
not match the level of US. robustness. For example, for comparison purposes,
Table 4.2 shows approximate, numbers of U.& aircrft in the year 2000 versus
what the hIneperident European Forme (UM~ would buy in the high investment

Thus, the question becomes whether the greater capability afforded by the high
case is worth the 150 percent cost increse over the low case Ho~w might the
European nations Judge these exeniurs A natural way would be to
compare them with currently planned military expenditures. In 1969, the 12
European nations of NATO spent $160 billion on defense. They plan to reduce
that by 20 percent or mor in the next few years. For comparison, in the high

Table 4.1

Combined Cast Estimate far hidelpendet
Eurepeu Foce a bmiiou)

Low Medium High
Foice projection is 32 49
Satellite intelligence sysem 9 27 46
Total costs (25-year life cycle) 2V 59 95

1 TW*M&Y Wwor 1998-01 M299 Thewmo hntlmul tuts for Sta -egic Studies tL=dan.199.
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Table 4.2

Pnetsd UJ.S Akmft lam the Yaw 2M0

Numbe of US. PHBigh
Ahcraft Aircraft in 2000 AD. Investmnmt

C-141 1S0 0
C-17 120 116
IC-10 60 60
C-SB so 0
CRAP (747 =Vg aplvalos) 74 25
KC-135 tadne 515 30
C-130 332 153

SOME u uS. s I Vf, Aetm fo F mi Pkcy
Andy@* Ws*Avgm, D.C., 1', mid oimubwourm

cme, we computed cwets for the first five years to be rughly $7 billion per year
for new force projection and intelligence equipimmn To fit thuse ct In the
budget would mean a 4A percent greter reduction of other idnds of defense on

top of the 2D percent planned reduction. Alternatively, in the limited-capability
cem, we computed that the first Ave yers would cost roughly $2.5 billion

amnually, which is equivalent to a 1.5 percent greater reduct 2 I an era of

declining budgets, the cost of a robust capai could be absorbed, but are they
worth the inevitable displacement of other rational or regional needs?

Other questions arise for an independent European force- Who provides the
command id control? The U.S. Trnsportation Command has cetral control
over U.S. force proection resources, aid we have assumed central control in our
calculations. Is such central control possible in the Western European Union? If
so, how long will it take to develop sufficient expernce? Where would the
tecdmical officer cone from to run such a system? If the force projection or
intligenc analysis capability is parceled out acros several countries, how
would it be controlled? Would it be sufficiently responsive? All thesee, t and
command problems have to be addressed when developing an independent
European force.

2 cos c.t moitmian aIt be cm per If Ow new sysml we cumidid to compet ant
twi cuwut wymp ayams in b R&D nd pro--mmt potio f o thwbudse. The.e portion of

e but tro.d to stay a co----t -m- dwo thd W budVCt (In e Umted Stam., they haoe rematned
40-pwti o e bmdgt din rnt lupaMd down budet yge..) Uun 40 pwoeu w a remane ASe
Of the muri. natn' budget would d ri tat a Ngh.cet sym would re to dspLac 10
Patd md pofaemmfro vmat syimw
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Appendix A

Computations on Deploying
rorce Cargo Needs

The fuce package ard the tustage infrrmati n Secton 2 are conmbind to
arrive at the caro needs of the light, medium, and heavy f6rce, whdh am shown

below in Tables A.1-A.4.

Table A.1

calve Nee10 fow LiK Fe" Phams
OM terns X IU"

Units caro AmoumtOutsized

1 AAST DiWision 23.0 1.4

+ CS/CE 23.0 1A

3 FighorSquadomns 6.0 1.2
Total S2.0 4.0

Table A.2

caup Needs for Medium Fae Padaw(M tarn x 11OUl

Amonmt Amount
units ca o Outsiz Units car Outsize
I AAST Division 23•0 1.4 2 Light kJnmury Divisions 2S.2 .8
+CS/CSS 23.0 1.4 +CS/CS 252 .8
1 Light AmwW

Division 22.1 11.9 1 Light Armored Division 22.1 11.9

+cs/cSS 22.1 11.9 .CS/CSS 22.1 11.9
6fihtarSquadrons 12.0 24 6Rghter Squadons 12.0 2.4

Total 102.2 29.0 Total 106.6 27.8

Aveage nmdium
forcepackage 104 28
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Table A.3

Carp Needs for Heavy Forc FeadLW (w/o CSS)
(M team x 1000)

Amount Amount Amount
Units Cuao Outz Unift Cag Outes Units Cro Outsize

2Light IlUght
WORMY 1 AAST dFr

Divisions 25.2 A Division 23.0 1.4 Division 12 1.4

1144h 1 14M
Armored Armord I AAS
Divin 22.1 11.9 Division 221 11. Division 23 11.

1 Heavy 1 Huavy 1 Heavy
Amed Armored Armored
Division 71.1 27.3 Division 71.1 27.3 Division 22 27.

6 Fghtr 6 Fighter 6Femr
Squadrons 1. Z4 Squadro 12.o 2.4 Squdro 71 2.4

20 Patriot 20 Patriot 20 Patriot
FireUnits 5.8 1.1 FireUnits S. 1.1 FireUnits 125.0 1.1

Total 136.2 43.S Total 134.0 441 Total 146.6 44.5

Averaepheavy frc
pacae 139 44

Table ,A.4

Cargo Needs for Heavy Foem IPackage (with CBS)
M terw x INo

Amowunt Amount

Units crp Outsize Uit carp Outsize
2UihtInfantryD s 25.2 .8 1 AASLT Division 23.0 1.4

+ CS/CMS 25.2 .8 +CS/CMS 23.0 1.4
IAiht Armored Division 22.1 11.9 1 Usht Armored Division 22.1 11.9
e.CS/CSS 221 11.9 ,CS/Css 22.1 11.9
I Heavy Awored I Heavy Armored

Division 71.1 27.3 Division 71.1 273
+CS/CSs 71.1 27. +CS/CSS 71.1 V3.3
6ighter Squadrons 12.0 Z4 6 Fighter Sqadrns 1ZO 2.4
20 Patrot Fre Units 5.8 1.1 20 Patriot Fie Units 5.8 1.1

Total 254.6 83.5 Total 250.2 84.7
Average heavy

tore padcage 252 84
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Appendix B

Airlift Parameters

Methodology for Assessing Transport Performance

The performancm of air transports is a function of vehicle temhnical characterist
and scenaeo varlable. The technicl chacterisics that determire aircraft
performance am speed, range/payload, utiliaton =10 and loading and
unloadirw efficiency. The scenario variables tat affect cargo deliveries an travel
distances, airfield accessibility, airfield capcity, and arfield nfrastructure,
including fUe avaiabiity.2 The relation p between tanport cMacteitcs

and scenario variables can be expressed in general term as follows:

The required number of aircraft by aircraft tye=Tannage Required / (P xC)

where

P = the payload per cycle by aircraft type
C = the number of cycles per period by aircraft te, and

the number of aircraft is the unknown. Tonnage required is exogenously set.
Payload is a function of aircraft capabilides, cargo type, and unrefuled distance.
Cargo type is assumed to be a generic mix with 20 percent outsize. (See Table
B.1.)

lU"liio rafte ste pciavgs d a day that on kA "y cn Bly.
22w yof a route systn i a fimnetion aimmy kntruolased voirilbb kIncif:

(1) di cqnbillm of s roun. ,Mh aW a~* (2) the iammd of availe pOD" md
ohi aww to o5pwatI drAt and n •Ime (3) the availabhity of maidAl and
fadn 1uip (4) the availaility of fuel nid other cnsauniabho (5 toe copablity of the air
trXc onnf s ,umu; (6) the qumadty md geometuy of isrhpt romp "aez md (7) the Aafcatl of
avaI• o umcss 1 the ailirftmimlan by political md miit•ry autoriti s route mid.

~pos. lis alyshe luecmuilydngmplibieesi. cni vorolabeby focufsaingsoeyZ
rmapspwacemd air trMi ilnitatiosuof reception aport, lisdimpmnicanis Ie ne ybcme

ame die spectrman of boalta ruble spols in which Niupem nal.. might.de ohaee
dita large variai;on In availl smrvics at enou mid da- - 90an ct. PUraientM,
whom ma mute a wert a yun tOe is both caswdoas choice mid the capbliy ofa.l-at- amId refueling. lPuily, some ap limleatem moy be imposd by ftclas not
namuuly aill hi mad reresie. Thm Include dte fud cmpadty of pipe. metering the
aikrsd, dte avaiolaiity of bed spea for a not, the distanc between fuel stmods mid dhe number
o aairacaftJad mid lothwkay nisi tools. As a rmodt. this mytolymlfoas. on muobed
conM tt, mid din, the rmldfg numb., should be dtoht of a diorelcal upper limils on the
pocfammove of the, aiif ai" raft
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Table 3I.

Payloads (motk temn)

R (kin) C-130 5.747 ialent C-17 A-300

2000 12 O0 54 45
35M 11 80 54 45
45W 7 80 51 45
5500 n/a so 48 45
6500 n/a 75 3V 40

ne = mot qaipcsim.a

The nudber of cyldes completed within a period is a function of cycle time.
Cycle time is a function of aircraft speed, scemario distance, total on-pround time,
and allowable daily aircraft utization. These parameters can be expressed as

follows:

Cycle Time - .ITn x (1 + [(24 - Ute) / 24D + LT + ET

where

MFTn = the sum of all route flying times,

Fmn = route distance divided by route speed,

(1 + [(24 - Ute) / 24]) = maintemnce hours per flight hour plus 1,

LT = loading and/or unloading time, 3

ET = en route services time for refueling and crew

-hre3

In addition to the above, a parallel set of calculations must be performed. These

calculations impose constrainfe that must be met. For example, the operation

cannot overload the runways; so with only one runway, a mix of aircraft that

3An altrntive metuod would not add LT or Elbut would memm.e ctme vivitis ae captred
witi tin objectiv utWzl m ra. The U.. Military Ai• Command (MAC) man thi alternative.
By thisti LT and Ur m -,exo U th mluds y sows Apected cyle thes by the moumt LT plu
r. This i dos bemm, loadingaa mdarnum invs Mm. mabe inly md by the dm take for

Thrn ~ ~ ~ CP tl nldepoWhg ag n fumd to load idth root providin mdwnernm anid
fudlltmlde form sevcigw alra^ ad provikn properly loaded pdbb for the specific aicraft
type Umd. TaiSg LT Er Eubide dT m An equation dould idUy be accomndied by a anall

,,thn di .t uf ,z,,o, rate. bWh, n• ,,,t be, d..m becom eoft  .,,,of
dmaloingobectivudliation - Websy.tde odownuversylsprti~yto

maddoe tat shtively~ affect Ode implifld inuysin See M~iitry Airft Pkwnmlg Fsctr U.S.Air
Force Panptdt 7219.
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emphasizes a lare number of small aircraft may exceed the runway capacity.
However, if three runways are available, then this constraint may not be an issue:

"* Runway consumption = number of aircraft cycles per period x 2 x 8
- the multiplier 2 is for one landing and one takeoff per cycle.
- the multiplier 8 is for 8 minutes per landing/takeoff event.

"* Runway capacity = 24 x 1 x 30
- the multiplier 24 is operations hours per day (could be less).
- the multiplier I is the number of runways (could be more).
- the multiplier 30 is the period, in days, we are emmining.

"* Runway consumption < runway capacity.

An additional constraint is that the consumption of ramp space at the airport
cannot exceed the quantity:

"* Ramp space consumption = sum over all aircraft types.

(space required by aircraft type x time required to conduct ground
operations by aircraft type x number of cycles by aircraft type over the
period)

"* Ramp space capacity = physical square Meet x percentage allocated airlift (50
percent) x operational hours per day (24) x period width (30).

"• Ramp consumption: Runway capacity.

The equation above requires aircraft space requirements data and ground-time
planning assumptions. These assumptions, and the data for the parameters of
the earlier equation, are shown in Tables B.2 and BA.

Table B.2

Aircraft Parking

B-747
C-130 Equivalent C-17 A-300

Parking re"quements for aircraft
(square feet) 13,020 45,383 28,908 45,383
Multiple 3.45 3.45 2.14 3.45
Space per aircraft 44,919 156,571 61,863 156,571
Aircraft per 50,M square fet 11 3 8 3
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Table B3

A Loadtll•n1adiuo Times md Utilization Factos

Plaming Factors C-47 B-747 Equiv. C-130H A-300
On-load time (hours) 2.25 335 o5-1 3.5
En route rvice bm (houn) 2.25 1.5 1.5 1.5
Offload time (hourn) 2.25 3-5 1i 3-5
Utlizations (hours/day) 15.65 10-12.5 8 10-123

A series of similar constraints could be applied for support equipment and
supplies such as fuel, fuel pumps, fuel trucks, materiel-handling equipment, and
the total number of aircraft crew available. However, these require a more far-
reaching analysis than we are attempting here, and these variables are
themselves policy variables (ie., having more or less of this equipment, either on-
site or ready for deployment, is itself a policy decision).

Fleet Composition

The rules for designing airlift fleet composition were as folWows. Whenever
existing baseline capacity could perform a task without hindering delivery of the
total requirement, it was preferred as the least-cost option. When the baseline
was incapable or insufficient, new civil aircraft capacity was the next preference
because of its lower cost relative to military airlift aircraft. When some portion of
the requirement was still unmet, military aircraft were used. The factors used to
control the utility of the various aircraft were range, payload (quantity and
outsize capability), aircraft ground requirements, airport ramp space, and air
traffic control limitations.
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Appendix C

Tanker Requirements

Tankers Required for En Route Refueling

We assumed the use of the Airbus 300 modified for tanking1 with 100,000
pounds of off-load fuel available and capable of flying 15 sorties per day. We
used the grouped airlift fleets shown in Table 2A.

Airlift refueling requires 50A00 pounds on a 4,500-kilometer mission (out and
return); then:

* for 48 aidifters (EC-17/Airbus), 48 x 50000/10000/•1.5 = 16 tankers/day.

* for 63 C-17s, 63 x 50,0A 100,00011.5 = 21 tankers/day.

* for 116C-17s, 116x50,00/100,00/M11 =39 tankers/day.

For fighter aircraft (6 squadrons @ 24PAA = 144 fighters), we assume 6 days to
deploy or 24 aircraft per day, each requiring 24,750 pounds of refueling.

* 24 aircraft x 24,750 pounds = 594,000 pounds.

* Tankers=594,000/100,000/1.5=4 per day.

Tankers Required for In-Theater Operational Support

We assume 6 squadrons (144) of F-16 class aircraft based either 750 or 1,000
kilometers from the target (or combat air patrol) area. Two-thirds are in the
attack mode and one-third in the defense mode (less 10 percent for reserves).
(See Table C.1.)

If maximum airlift operations are completed prior to hostilities, then only 32 to
51 tankers are required. If both operations are conducted simultaneously, then
we get the results shown in Table C2.

1AH the Word's Aim Itrene's Irmaton Group, Alexndria, VWgis, 1990-1991.
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Table C.1

Tadnks Required for In-Theator Operaimmal Support

DiUstan from Target (out and back)

750km 1000 km

Fuel required in 1000 Ilm
Attack/sortle 128 28
CAP/sortie 20 20
Attack sorties/day 173 173
Defeun sorties/day 130 130
Fuel/day attack 2214 5017

Defense 2600 2600

Total 4814 7617

Tankers required (Total/100/1.) 32 51

Table C.2

Tanukm Requind for Simultaneous Operations

Maximum Possible
Fighter Operations: Tankers

Scoalo 750 km 1000 km

1, 2A,3A 52 71

2B, 38,4A S7 76
4841C 75 94
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Appendix D

Costs of Force Projection Alternatives

This appendix documents the derivation of 25-year life cycle costs for the

following airlift/sealift/tanker scenario groupings shown in Table D.1.

These groupings do not reflect unique range/lift combinations, but rather they

represent range/lift requirement combinations that require similar numbers of

outsize-capable military airlift aircraft (ie., C-17s). Consequently, since it is the

outsize capability that tends to be the dominant cost driver, these groupings will

provide distinct breaks in terms of the required investmet. Thus, by grouping

in this manner, assessments can be made about the "amount" of capability that

can be purchased at specified funding levels.

Assumptions

Geeal Assumptions

" Twenty-five-year life cycle costs encompass all relevant R&D and

procurement expenditures, as well as 25 years of operations and support.

" All costs are given in constant FY 1991 US. dollars. All costs not originally in

FY 1991 dollars were adjusted using the inflation rates provided in Air Force

Regulation (AFR) 173-13, USAF Cost and Planning Factors, as of 28 January

1991.

" The total number of each military aircraft type procured equals 125 percent

of the operational requirement. (The additional aircraft are for attrition, the

maintenance pipeline, and crew training.)

Table D.1

Aliift/SeaHftrnk*r Groupings

A-300 A-300 B-747
C-130 EC-17 Fraghter/Tanker Freighter/Tanker Equivalent

Scenario Active Active Active CRAP CRAF MSS/RoRos

1, 2A, 3A 153 32 16 5 25 9
2B,31, 4A 153 63 30 15 25 9
4B&4C 153 116 30 30 25 9
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"* Military aircraft procurement costs include basic flyaway costs plus & 16

percent allowance for initial spares, support equipment training, and data.

"* It is assumed that aircraft are operated in one of two modim: as part of the
active-duty force (Active), or as pan of what we term the Civilian Reerve

Air Fieet (CRAF). In this latter concptu, aircraft would be procured by
airlines or air freight companies under agreemnts with European ministries
of defense. These agreements would specify what miltary featm were to
be added to the aircraft and what compensation would be paid. These
aircft, along with crew and maintenance persomul, would than be turned
over to the military in time of need. The advantage of this concept is that it
costs less. However, responsivenes will also be lower, since it will takm
longr to assemble the aircraft and the airlins will resist providing the

aircraft in any but the most pressing crises.1

"* AD aircraft operation and support (O&S) costs are peacetime operating costs;
no costs associated with potential mobilizations are included.

"* AD militay aircraft O&S costs reflect current USAF transport aircraft
maintonnce polic and are based on a flying program of 620 hours per year.
O&S costs for aircraft that typically fly either more or less than 620 hours per
year were normalized to 620 hours per year under the assumption tat 40
percent of annual aircraft O&S costs we fixed and 60 percent we flying-hour
related.

"* The total number of ships procured equals 110 percent of the operational

requirement. (The additional ships offset the maintenance pipeline.)

"* It is assumed that ships are government-owned but maintained in reduced
operatin status (4- to 5-day mrebaiss) by commercial firms under
govenmet charter.

System-Specifi Asemuptions

This section discusses the system-specdlc assumptions. The tables provide R&D,
unit procurement and O&S costs for the aircraft used in the study so that the
reader can do additional analysis if desired.

C-13MActive. Current European military aircraft capacity includes
approximately 200 C-130E&H aircraft, a number that comfortably exceeds the

IPor addido backgommd on theCRAP concept, - May E. aaowedk T ChM O Air
M-et. An EiAF of Her Um of CwmadeA Ana to Expmmd AMeay Ca0.,J Dwing CaSd 1md0,
14-28WAPM, RAND, Sente Monica Caw,~ June.190.
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"Obaseline European C-130 capacity assumed in this analysis. Thus, no R&D or
procuimnet funds are required. Moreover, since the C-130 are used to satisfy
existing peacetime requirements (e-g., base supply, personnel tranportation), no
annual O&S costs are chareables to this mission. (See Ta"l DI.)

C-1TIActlve. lIE C-17 procuremnent is assumed to tag an to the back end of the
currently planned 1204almuft USAF buy. An R&D recoup snt charge of $20
million per aircraft has been included in the unit procurement cost.

AE300 Frelhte-TasikedActive. Conventional, A-300 freighters are assumed to
be modified on the production 1kwt so they have an Infih t capability to off-load
fuel. T1e baskc concept is that the A-300 would be fitted with additional internal
piping, fuel pumps, a control panel in the cockpit, and necessary haripoints for

the mounting of dirogue pods (on the wingtp.). The drogue pods would then be
stockpiled at mobilization points. A basic A-300 freighter is estimated to cost $75
million; the In-line, conversion, roughly $S80M00( and two drogue, pods, about
$900,01 ($450,00 each). Thus, overall flyaway cost is estimated to be roughly
$77 million. (See Table D-3.)

CIv~iia A-300 FnlghtewTaznkersCRA. Here the same modification as
described above is done, but there is a different operational concept-the pianes
would be owned by an airline or air freight company and, with the exception of a
brief training period each year, would be required only in times of crisis.
Consequently, the military would not have to pay the basic aircraft cost of $75
million Instead, it would pay the $1.7 million conversion cost plus a
reimbursement Wto he airline for carrying the extra weight of the fuel transfer
equipment (about 300 pounds). Based on USAF experience, a lump sum
payment for the additional fuel costs for the life, Af the aircraft would be on the

Tabl* D.2
C-IS Uifa Cycle Moeunt

Life Cycle Elemvent S xMillon
R&D 0
Unit procurement 125-135
Annual O&S cost per operational aircraft 7.3

SOURCE. Soumc of basic yawa caf: Dec. 1990 setdaqi
sitia report WMN) Source of RID reupwmt ch =nFekNoimi
Lockheed. Soumce of atmua O-*S caft Dec. 190 SAn. h actual mug
provided by hras Noruma was $15 million to 520 million per airraft
and was bas-edI on a proposed Lockheed foreign esale of the C-SB eevwra
yeas. ago. Arudw source InicwAtd doet current US. marchws can tw

"a ni a 24 to 70erpacer (See Ondurty Prnasre F=ra DoD ti~
Revie Riecoupumt oic, Def eww1,, April 22.1991, p. 4.)
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Table DJ

A-MS F reulhsvTamlasdAetlve Life Cycle mlmemt

Ife Cycle Eimnn S x Millnm

R&D 2D
Unit procmunmt 89
Aimual OiS aut per opemiomil akrcnaft 42

SOURCE& Be c flyivey roi minud iriflmOm 0 iddwm to
wmmmin mmvo). R&D cos KC-10 ppemF @- . AnmamI OM
cost mmumed t be themme m KC-10 (bthined fm APR 173-1.
C.muim amcot KC.IOpsn o5m.

order of $30,000. Thus, flyaway cot (Including the lump sum remburseet)
is estimated to be about $2 million. With respect to crew trainirn it is assumed
that the aircraft would be called up for a five-day period easd year (the airline

paid for the period It was out of regular service) and that the drogue pods would
be attacind, and with that the crews would tun practice refueling sorties. The
amual O&S costassociated with this concept are estimnted at $200,00 ($90%M0
for darter wost, $90,000 for fuel cwts, and $20,000 for aircrew cmpenston at
full airline wage). (See Table DA.)

Civilian 5-747 EqmivaIeumtsRAV. Since these aircraft we not enhanced in my

way, no conversion cets or lump sum reinibumements ae required.
Additionally, no special peaebmu training is required, so no anmual peacetime
O&S costs are incurred. Thus, no costs are incurred for this alternative.

Fast Supply Ship sMAduc-d Operating St The fast supply ship is a 30-knot
ship with a caro capacity of 220,W0 sque- f Its hulfori and dinumions
are identical to the 8 PS5 currently in the US. Pavy inventory (ie., it is a proven

design). (See Table D).)

Table DA

A-US FnAhtew.Tmusk.AA Life Cyde Elsmsat

Life Cycle Eleumt $xMifm

R&D 20
Unit prmcuremsnt 23
Annual O&S cost per operatioml anraft 0.3

SOURCE: Ammil O1 ct almtn w kum fom hkwm'man
provid• d by th KC-1o propm office aid otw RAND wok.
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Tabl D.5

Fadst upoiy Sl.adndOpen"ada Sbams

UifeCycleEWemmt S x Million
R&D 0
Unit promuninet20
Annual O&tS cast per opwadalan a~rcraft 6A0

SOURCB& S~albvyco* mssqp * tFatatSMlDWorkiaGng j byW III~ BMy 3 "
Uimik, AuyhlmIoi Wah 1'hna ksgiS byEm=Smj

....... u . Mte h would be hvik ina US. i'dffv Howeve,
ths &vropsamu "omddmmb bay mink dips hm bwopm
shipymr*6 which we hvem d ID be 25 pircu me* reoducaiv
dunt US. d"pyrch 11.., II mi"&way cm bst mi(52M x

Azuuin GO cost Working pmW bedaWk, mas a 'by RAND
colgmg Myron Hwa.


